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PREFACE
The P.W.D. Handbook was last revised in 1949 as 9th edition

which has been in vogue so far. As most of the material in this Hand-
book has become outmoded and considerable technological develop-
ments have taken place since then, it was decided to bring the matter
up-to-date and publish in the form of a new Handbook. The work
which was originally being dealt with by a separate unit headed by
a Special Officer was subsequently entrusted to the Maharashtra
Engineering Research Institute, Nashik, for co-ordination and publica-
tion. The accompanying list shows chapters of the revised edition
assigned for writing to different ofücers in the Irrigation, Public
Works and Housing and Urban Development and Public Health
Departments of the State. The draft, chapters are, approved by
a committee of Chief Engineers of the three Departments, before
publication.

2. The Chapter 38 is divided into six parts, viz.-
(1) Metric System of weights and measures.

(2) International System (SD) units.

(3) Standard dimensions and properties of some building
material.

(4) Mathematical data.

(5) Parks and Gardens.

(6) Games.

All the above topics, except Part 3 to some extent, are new additions
to the format of P. W. D. Handbook, Vols. I and II (9th Edition).

3. The metric system has become the only recognized system of
weights and measures in India since 1956, and this is the first revision
of P.W.D. Handbook after complete change-over to the new system.
With a view to providing a quick and ready reference in respect of
the defunct British (F.P.S.) system and the new metric system being
adopted in all spheres of activities, broad details of both the systems
along with a conversion table are covered in Part 1 ofthis Chapter.
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4. The International System (SI) Units which is the purest form
of metric system and extension and refinement of the traditional
metric system is described in Part 2 of this Chapter. This system
of units is now being adopted inmost of the countries and will remain
the primary system of units of measurements.

5. The standard dimensions and properties of some building
material, not covered in Chapter No. 1 :

' Materials' of the revised
P.W.D. Handbook, are prescribed under Part 3 of this Chapter.
The information is based on the relevant Indian Standards.

6. While drafting this Chapter, it was felt that it would be
appropriate to include mathematical tables and formulae normally
required; this data is compiled in Part 4.

7. Lawns and gardens are now provided for almost every public
building, centralised office buildings, institutions, at dam sites and
Government colonies in towns or project sites. Some basic guide-
lines for layout, development and maintenance of gardens are given
in Part 5 of this Chapter.

8. Sports activities of Government employees are receiving more
attention now-a-days. This also forms a part of ' Labour amenities
provided on Projects. However, books on games are not readily
available, especially to the employees working away from cities.
Part 6 of this book, wherein sizes of courts, nets etc. in case ofa few
games usually played are specified, would, it is presumed, meet the
needs.

S. K. TAMBE B. S. KAPRE
Assistant Research Officer ChiefEngineer (W.R.) and
Maharashtra Engineering Joint Secretary, Irrigation Department
Research Institute, Nashik Mantralaya, Bombay
August 1977
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CHAPTER 38

MATHEMATICAL DATA AND MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION

1. METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
1.1. Introduction.-According to the Standards of Weights and Measures Act

(India), 1956, the metric system has become the only recognized system of weightsand measures in India. The Act had also specified a period of 10 years for complete
change-over to the new system.

This chapter has to serve as ' Reference Book ' for the present metric system as
well as the British system which was in vogue in India before 1956. Hence Basic
quantities in metric as well as British system are defined; units for them in both
the systems are specified and the necessary conversion tables are also given. Only
those quantitiesand units which are commonly adopted are covered in this Chapter.

1.2. Historical Background of Metric System. The word ' metre' derived from
the Greek word 'Metron"' meaning 'to measure' was used for the first time by
the French Academy of Sciences (founded in Paris in 1666) in one of its reports
published in 1793. French Academy of Sciences following the French Revolution
sponsored adoption of the metric system in Europe. The French statesman, Mr.
Talleyrand, advised by the Scientists of his day, aimed at the establishment of an
international decimal system of weights and measures. This system was based on
the metre as the unit of length, which was intended to be one ten-millionth part of
the distance from the North Pole to the equator at sea level through Paris, but this
aim could not be achieved with any great accuracy owing to various factors. This
system also prescribed 'gram"' as the unit of quantity of matter. The gram was
intended to be the mass of one cubic centimetre of water at 0° C.

The advantages of the metric system, which was primarily devised for benefit
of industry and commerce, were soon realized by the physicists all over the world
and it was adopted also in scientific and technical circles. It was adopted in United
Kingdom in 1873 by the British'Association for the Advancement of Science in the
form of' cgs' system for physical sciences.

BIPM (The Bureau International des Poids et Measures) laboratories, at Sevres
(France) maintain standard metre. Even today, the kilogram is defined in terms
of international proto-type at Sevres but the metre is now defined in terms of a number
of wave-lengths of a particular radiation of light (see para. 2.9 for details).

1.3. Basic Units in Metric as well as in British System

1.3.1. Units for Space, Time and Mechanics

(1) Linear Measures (length)-The fundamental units of length, height, thickness,
radius, diameter, length of pitch, etc. in the Metric and British systems are metre
and yard (UK) respectively. The other units are given in Table 1.
Tb 4346-3
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TABLE 1

Basic UNITS OF LENGTH

(Standard abbreviations are noted in brackets)

Metric Units British Units

10 millimetres (mm) = 1 ccntimetre (cm) 12 inches (in) = 1 foot (ft.).
10 centimetres = 1 decimetre (dm) 3 feet -1 yard (yd).
10 decimetres - ] metre (m) 22 yards -1 chain.
10 metres -1 decametre 10 chains -1 furlong.
10 decametres - 1 hectometre $furlong = Imile.
10 hectometres = 1 kilometre (km) 1 fathom 6 feet.

1,852 metres - ] internationa 1 nautical 6,080 feet == 1 UK nautical
mile (n mile). mile.

Micron (1) 0001 millimetre,

Rules for Abbreviations of Metric URTTS. (i Do nct make any change such as

addition of " s to indicatz plurality, e.r., write 1 kg, 10 t., 20 ml, etc. It is incorrect
to write as 10 kgs., 165 kms. etc.

(ii) Do not capitalise the abbreviations, c.g., do not write 1 KG, 3 Kg, 20 MM.
etc. The correct way is to write I kg, 3 kg, 20 mm etc.

(2) Square Measures (Arca).-The fundamental units of square measures in Metric
and British systems are square metre and square yard respectively. The other units
are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Basıc Units OF AREA
(Standard abbreviations are noted in brackets)

Metric Units British Units

100 square millimstres (mm?) -1 square centi- 144 square inches = 1 square foot
metre (cm?). (in?) (ft.2).

100 square centimetr.s = } square deei- 9 square feet -1 square yard
meit> (dm). (yd?).

100 square decimstres - I square 1,210 square yards 1 rood.
metre (m), 4 roods = l acre.

100 square metres - lare fa), or 640 acres -1 square
1 square mile (sq.

decametre. mile).
100 ares == 1 hestare (ha) or Local Measures-

1 squnre hestometre

i anna = 68 sq. ft

16 annas -1 guntha.
100 hectares - ] square 1 guntha -1,089 sq. ft.

kilometre
(km). 40 sunthas - l acre.

1 hectare 10,000 square 1 acre -43560 sq. fi.
metres.

10 sq. chains
(Gunter's).

l chain (Gunter's) - 100 links= 66 ft.

1

16

(3) Cubic Measures {Volume).-The fundamental units are cubic metre and cubic
yard; other units are given in Table 3,
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TABLE 3

BAsıc UNITS OF VOLUME

(Standard abbreviations are noted in brackets)

Metric Units British Units

1,000 cubic millimetres (mm?) -1 cubic 1728 cubic inches = 1 cubic foot
centimetre (in). (ft.9).
(cm).

1,000 cubic centimetres 1 cubic 27 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard
decimetre (dm?). (yd}).

1,000 cubic decimetres - ] ceubic
metre (m?).

(4) Capacity.-The fundamental units of capacity in Metric and British systems
are litre and gallon respectively. They are defined in terms of the volume occupied
by a definite quantity of water, specified either by its mass or by its weight in air
(Mass in case of litre and weight in case of gallon). The other units of capacity in
Metric and British systems are listed in Table 4.

TABLE 4

BASIC UNITS OF CAPACITY

(Standard abbreviations are noted in brackets)

Metric Units British Units

10 millilitres (ml) = 1 centilitre (cl) 60 minims = 1fluid drachm,
10 centilitres -1 decilitre (d1) 8 fiuid drachms = 1 fluid ounce,
10 decilitres - 1litre* (l) 5 fluidounces =1gill
10 litres = ] decalitre 4 gills -1 pint
10 decalitres - ] hectolitre 2 pints -1 quart
10 hectolitres 1 kilolitre 4 quarts -= 1 gallon

or 1,0C0 litres 2 gallons (ga) = 1peck
4 pecks -1 bushel

* In 1964, the General Conference of Weights and Measures has re-defined litre,
as 1 litre () = 1 cubic decimetre (dm?),

[In U.S.A., two types of units of capacity are used; one for liquids and other for
dry goods.
The fundamenta! units for liquids and dry goods are " gallon ' and * bushel

respectively.
1 gallon (US) = 083268 gallon (UK)
1 bushel (US) = 124446 cubic feet]

(5) Angle-
(f) Plane * degree

' and ' radian ' are the units of measuring plane
angle.

A
1A degree =

360
of the plane angle about a point.

Tb 4346-3a
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A radian (rad.) is the angle subtended at the centreof a circleby an arc equal to
the radius (vide para. 4.4.2 of this chapter for more detail). 1 radian = 57-2958
degrees.
(ii) Solid Angle--The steradian (sr) is the unit of solid angle. It is defined as

the solid angle which, having its vertex in the centre of a sphere, cuts off an area
of the surface of the sphere equal to that of asquare with sides of length equal to
the radius of the sphere.

(6) Time.-Both, the British and Metric Systems of measurement, empioy

the same fundamental time unit, the
" second " which is defined as Le,

1 f the me ar day. an

( 24 Ir. x 60 min. x 60 sec. ) of the mean solar day. The mean solar day is

1

86,400

the interval between two successive transits of the sun across the meridian averaged
over One year.

lt is interesting to note that the definition of unit * second ' oftime in International
System i.e. SI Units is different from the above. (Please vide para. 2.9 ofthis Chapter.)

(7) Velocity-
(f) Linear velocity.-The velocity of a body is the distance jt moves

ina unit oftime. Speed is also defined as the rate of motion and in many types
problems speed and velocity are used interchangeably. It is however conventional
to use the term * velocity ° when both rate and direction of motion are specified
and to use the term 'speed.' when direction isnot important in the problem, (vide
Table 10 for Units.)
(ii) Angular velocity.-If rotary motion is uniform (i.e. at constant speed), it is

most frequently described in terms ofrevolutions per minute (r. p. m.)orrevolutions
per second (r.p.s.). However it is frequently desirable to know something about
the linear speeds of certain points which are in rotation, and angular velocities
in r. p. m. give no definite information on this matter. The angular velocity is
therefore also expressed in radians per second', which is denoted by the Greek
letter * (omega). (Table 10 shows main units of angular velocity.)

(8) Acceleration.-Acceleration is defined as change in velocity per unit time.
A£celeration is positive if the object is gaining speed, and negative if the speed is
decreasing."" The fundamental units of acceleration are:

(a) Linear-cm/s#, ft/s? etc.

(b) Angular-revolutions/s®, rad/s? etc.

(ce) Acceleration of gravity (Standard gravity),
The acceleration due to the force of gravity is approximately 980 cm/s? or 32 ft/s?at
sea level. This value is called * a '-the acceleration of gravity. Slight variations
exist due to altitude and latitude, but they are so small as not to affect the practical
problems,

(9) Weight (Mass).-The fundamental units of weight in the Metric and"British
Systems are kilogram and pound (av) respectively. The other units of weight are
given below in Table 5.

Massis defined as the quantity ofmatter contained in a bodv and is distinguished
from weight, which? is defined''as the amount of pravitational null on a"body.
Although the'two terms do not mean the same thing, mass and weight are ordinarily
tonsidered equal.
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TABLE 5

BASIC UNITS OF WEIGHT

(Standard abbreviations are noted in brackets)
Metric Units British Units

10_milligrams (mg) = 1 centigram (cg) Avoirdupois Units (av)
10 centigrams .1 decigram (dg) 16 ounces (oz) = ] pound (Ib)
10 decigrams, == l gram (g) 28 pounds = 1 quarter (qr)
10 grama = 1 decagram 4 quarters or

112 pounds k= 1 hundred-
weights (cwt)

10 decagramsj = 1 hectogramj 20 hundred-weights = 1 ton (1)
10 hectograma == 1 kilogram (kg)i

or 1,000 grams 14 pounds = 1 stone
100 kilograma = 1 quintal
1,000.kilograms == 1 metric tonne 1 pound = 7,000, grains.

or tonne (t)
200 milligrams =,1 metzic carat.

(10) Density-(i) Density is defined as the mass per unit volume of a given subs-
tance. (Units : g/cm}, Ib/in®, g/mi etc.).

(di) The mass per unit length is termed as Linear density
' (Units : kg/m, Ib/ft.

etc.)

(11) Specific Volume.-It is defined as the,volume per unit mass of the substance
(Units : m /kg., Jikg, ft /lb, gal/lb etc.)

(12) Force-The dyne and poundal are the fundamental units of force. These
are defined as-

Dyne (dyn).--Force which, when applied to a body having a mass of one gram
gives it an acceleration of one centimetre per second per second.
Poundal (pdl),-Force which, when applied to a body having mass of one

pound, gives it an acceleration of one foot per second per second,

The technical units of lorce in the metric and British system are kilogram-force
and pound-force respectively. They are defined as follows :-

Kilogram-force (kgf).-Force which, when applied to a body having a mass of
one kg gives it an acceleration of 980665 metres per second per second.

Pound-force (lbf), Force which, when applied to a body having a mass of one
Pound, gives it an acceleration of 32-1740 feet per second per second.

(13) Consumption Units.-The units of consumption are of four types viz. mass/
time, volume/time, volume/length, length/volume (See Table i6 tor details).

(14) Miscellaneous Units-
12 articles=1 dozen 24 sheets=1 quire

(of paper)
12 dozens=1 gross 20 quires=1 ream

(15) Stress andPressure. Both are defined as force per unit area (Units = kgfj/cm?,
Ibfjft? etc. kgf or Ibf are also termed simply as kg or Ib respectively).

(16) Viscocity (Coeffiecient of viscocity),-The viscocity is the tangential force
per unit area between two parallel layers in a fluid, separated by unit distance when
ane layer is moving in its own plane with unit velocity relative to the other [Units:
(1) Poise, which is equal to dyne second per square centimetre, (2) Kilogram force
second per square metre, (3) Pound force second per square foot].
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(17) Work.--Technically, work is defined in terms of force applied and the distance
through which it acts.
If the force is measured in pounds and distance in feet, the unit of work is foot-

pound (ft-Ib) in British system. If the force is in poundals, the work would be,

expressed in foot-poundals (ft-pdl.)
In the metric system, work is expressed in '

gram-centimetres or '
Kilogram-

metres ' or if the absolute unit of force (dyne) is employed, in dyne centimetres. The
dyne-centimetre has the special name erg. Since erg is such a small unit of work,
the practical metric unit is jou/e which is equivalent to 107 ergs.

(d 8) Energy.-Matter under certain conditions has the capacity to do the work.
This capacity, to do work is called energy. Energy is expressed in the same units
as work, namely, foot-pounds in British system, or dyne-centimetres (ergs) in metric
system.
The Ninth General Conference on Weights and Measures (Conference General

des Poids et Measures) held in 1948, adopted
' Joule ' as the basic unit for electric

and mechanical work and energy (see para. 1.3.3.(2) for quantity of Heat).
The unit of work and energy in cgs. system is "erg".

(19) Power. Power is defined as the rate at which work is done, or the rate at
which energy is transferred.

Units ofPower
Metric system : erg/sec. British system : ft Ib/sec.

1 Watt = 1 Joule/sec. = 107 erg/sec. Horse power - 550 ft Ib/sec.
1000 Watts=1 kilowatt (kW). (hp) -33000 ft Ib/min.

1.3,2. Electrical and Magnetic Units

(1) Electricity
) British Units-

TABLE 6

British UNITS OF ELECTRICITY

Quantity Unit Definition

Current (i .. ampere (A) .. One tenth of the electromagnetic unit of current.
Charge (quantity) .. coulomb (C) .. The quantity of electricity transported in 1 second

by a current of 1 ampere.
Potential Difference (V) volt (V) .. 108 electromagnetic units of potential difference.
Electromotive Force volt (V) .. Electromotive force of a cell, in volts, ıs ‚defined

(e.m.f.) as the number of jouls supplied to drive one
coulomb round the complete circuit including
the cell. The e.m.f. is the voltage of the cell
on open circuit.

Resistance (R) .. ohm .. 10° electromagnetic units of resistance.
Power (W) .. watt .. 10? electromagnetic units of power (erg/s).
Capacitance .. farad .. The capacitance of a capacitor between whose

plates there appears a difference of potential
of 1 volt when it is charged by 1 coulomb.

Inductance .. henry .. The inductance in circuit when an electromotive
force of 1 volt is produced by the electric
current varying uniformly at therate of ] ampere
per second.

(ii) Metric Units-Electrical phenomena are related to mechanical phenomena
by two eflects viz. (a) the force between static electric charges (Coulomb's law) and

(b) the force between electric currents (Ampere's law). Correspondingly, two distinct
systems of c.g.s. electrical units were introduced, the electrostatic and electromagnetic
systems.
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TABLE 7

MEIRIC UNS OF ELECTRICITY

Quantity Unit Definition

Elecirostaric system of units

Charge (g) .. @,8.U.0fcharge .. When {wo like unit electrical charges are placed
i cın apart in vacuum, ihey repel one another
wıth a force of 1 dyne.

Electric Field Strength dyne per unit charge he elsctric field at a point has unit strengih if
(Intensity) (X or E) a unıt positive cnarge experiences a force of 1

dyac when piaced at point, it being assumed
Urat the introduction of the charge does not
distur& tie field.

Electric Potential (V) .. ergper unitcharge The work done in cunveying a unit positive
chärge fron infinity or a point of zero potential
to ihe point in question against the forces
of the field.

Capacitance (C) .. cm .. A conductor has unit capacıtance when the
addition of unit charge raised its potential
by unity.

Dielectric Constant or It is the ratio of the capacity of a condenser
Specific Inductivity with the material as dielectric to (hat of the
Capacity (K) same cundenser in vacuum without a material

dieleetric

Electomugnetic system of units

Current (£) .. e,m.u, ofeusrent ine e.m.u, ofcurrent is that which when flowing
round I cm arc ofcircle of radius 1 cm, produces
a magnetic field of 1 oersted at the centre.

Charge (q) .. e.m.u.ofcharge .. Thee.m.u. of charge (quantity) is that delivered
in 1 second by Ihe passage of unit current.

Potential Difference .. When unit current flows between iwo points
(P.D.) in a circuit and uni work {l erg) is done per

second the P. D, between the two points is unity
Blectromotive .. emf. = -dnjdt. When lines of magnetic force cut a conductor
(e.m.f.) an c.m.f. is created which is given numerically

(in em.u.), by the number of lines cut per
second.

Resistance (R) .. e.m.u. ofresistance A conductor has unit resistance when on applying
unit P. D,, unit current Hows.

SalfInductance (L) .. e.m.u. of self- A conductor vossesses unii self inductance if
inductanca. unit ®.m.f. is developed across it when the

rate of change of current is unity.
Mutual Inductance (M) e.m.u. of mutual Two eonductors possess unit mutual inductance

inductance. when unit e.m.f, is developed in one by unit
rate of change of current in the other,

(il) MKS (Rationalised\ system the year 1901, proisssor Giorgi of
Italy showed that if the metrec, kilogram and second used as fundamental unit
instead of centimetre, gram and second, a single, coasistent and comprehensives
system of electrical and magnetic units could be built up incorporating the already
firmly established practical units (also vide para. 22 this chapter). This is because
using the metre, kilogram and second, the unit of mechanical power becomes 10?
erg/sec; which is the appropriate practical electrical unit ; i.e. Watt. The use of the
Giorgi system, also known as the * MKS system

' or the Absolute Practical System
was approved by an International Electro-technical Commission in 1935. This
system has lately become very popular. and hast madonted. under the titie System
International d ' unites' by the 11th General Co.;f>rence of Weights and Measures.
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TABLE 8

MKS UNITS OF ELECTRICITY

Quantity Unit Definition

Current (i) .. Ampere (A) .. )
Charge (g) Potential .. Coulomb (C) .. The definitions of the units in MKS system and

International system (SI) are the same, which
Differeuce (V) .. Volt (V) .. are given in para. 29 of this chapter.

Resistance (R) .. Ohm (m
Inductance (Lor M) .. Henry (H).

Capacitance (C) «. Farad (F)
Power (P) .. Watt (W)

Electrical Intensity Volt/metre .. The electrical intensity at a point in an electric
&orE). field is the force exerted on unit charge 61

J

coulomb) placed at that point, assuming that
the field is not disturbed by so doing.

Relation between the systems of units

1 ampere = 0-1 e.m.u. of current strength = 3 x 10° e.s.u. of current (rate of
passage of charge).

1 volt = 108 e.m.u. of potential difference = 1/300 e.s.u. of potential difference.

lohm = 10% e.m.u. of resistance = 1'11 x 10712 e.s.u. of resistance.
1 coulomb = 0-1 e.m.u. of charge (quantity) = 3 x 10% e.s.u. of quantity.
1 farad - 10? e,m.u. of capacitance = 9 x 1011 e.s.u. of capacitance,
1 henry = 10° e.m.u. of inductance = 1-11 x e.s.u. of inductance.
1 joule = 107 erg.
1 watt = 107 erg/s.

(2) Magnetism-
TABLE 9

METRIC AND MKS UNITS OF MAGNETISM

Unit
Quantity

Metric system MKS system

Magnetic Field Strength (H) .. Oersted .. Ampere/metre.
Magnetic Flux (b) .. Maxwell .. Weber.
Magnetic Moment (M) .. .. Pole cm. .. Weber metre

Magastic poteatial or Magnetomotive Gilbert .. Apre-turn,
forcs (=)

Inteasity of Magnztism (D) .. Pole/cm.? .. Weber/metre?
Magastic Induction or Magnetic Flux Gauss .. Weber/metre?

density (B).

Relation between the two systems

1 ampere/metre= 400 X 10°? o.g,s. oersted.
1 weber = 10% maxwells.
1 weber/m? = 10? gauss.
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13.3. Heat, Light and Sound

(1) Temperature
(i) Temperature scales.-Temperature is defined as the dıgree or intensity of

heat possessed by a substance, The four basic temperature scales are-
(1) Fahrenheit,

(2) Rankin (Farenheit abs.).

(3) Centigrade,

(4) Kalvin (centigrade abs.).

Degree centigrade is also termed as degree
" Celsius the name of the scientist.

(ü) Absolute temperature.-If any mass of gas at 0° is cooled at constant pıessure,
its volume decreases by 1/273 for each centigrade degree, and therefore at -273° C
it should have zero volume. (Actually, all gases lequefy before reaching -273° C,
so the theory is not subject to experimental verification.) This line of reasoning
led to the proposal by Lord Kelvin of a third temperature scale, whose zero would
be 273° below zero degree centigrade. This scale of most importance in all heat-
engineering work is referred to as Kelvin or Absolute temperature scale. A similar
absolute scale developed for use with Fahrenheit degree ıs called the Rankin scale
for William J. M. Rankin, a Scotish engineer who proposed it. A figuie given below
shows these absolute scales linked up with the Fahrenheit and centigrade scales for
comparison,

°F R K °c

Fahrenheit Rankine Kelvin LCentigrade

Comparison ofthefour basic temperature scales*

(Figure reproduced fromithe;book,
'
Introductory Applied

‚Physics' by Harris and Hemmerling. Copyright (C) 1955.
Used with the permission of McGraw Hill Book Company)

(2) Heat,-The fundamental units of quantity/of heat in the Metrie and British
systems are the calorie (cal) and the British thermal unit (B Th U)

1.B Th U of heat raises 1 Ib. of water 1° F.
1 cal of heat raises 1 gram of water 1°C.

"This sketch is schematic only, as no liquid in glass thermometer could actually record such
a range Of temperature.
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The 9th General Conference on Weights and Measures (1948) adopted " Joule'
(J) as the basic unit of heat. The calorie and the B Th U are defined in terms of this
basic unit as-

l calorie = 41868 Joule (J)
lBTh U 105506 Joule (J)

Thermi (ta), Therm and Centrigrade Heat Unit (CHU) are the three additional
units used to measure quantity of heat.

Calorific Value.-It is defined as the quantity of heat produced by complete
combustion of unit mass of the substance.

(Units : J/g, kcal/kg, B Th U/lb etc.)

(3) Light-(i) Luminous Intensity-The unit of light still widely employed is
the candle, defined in the year 1860, in terms of light emitted per second in all direc-
tions by a specified sperm wax candle buming uniformly and consuming wax at
a known rate. In 1909 it was defined in terms of the light emitted per second in
all directions from specified electric lamps. Since 1921 the unit has been known as
the International Candle. A new unit, the candela (cd) has been adopted interna-
tionally (1946, 1948). Itis defined as 1/60th of the light emitted per cm? per second
by a black body at the freezing point of platinum.

(1 candela = 0982 international candle)

(ii) Luminous unit of luminous fux, the /umen (lm) is defined as the
light energy emitted per second within unit solid angle by a uniform point source
of unit liminous intensity. Thus 4 sc X (liminsus flux) = luminous intensity.
(Unit solid angle, 1 steradian, is the solid angle substended at the centre of

a sphere of unit radius by unit area on the surface of the sphere).

(ii) of a surface is defined as luminous fux reaching
it perpendicularly per unit area. The British unit is the lumen/ft?, formarly called
the foot candle (£.c.). The metric units are lux (one lumen/m?) and phot (one lumen/
cm?)

l phot = 10% lux.
1 lux = 0'092903 foot candle.
1 foot candle = 10° 7639 lux.

(iv) Brightness.- The brightness of a surface is that property by which the surface
appears to emit more or less light in the direction of view. The corresponding
physical measurement of light actually emitted is called the luminance.

(v) Luminance.---Luminance of a surface is the measure of the light actually
emitted (i.e. the Juminous intensity ) per unit projected area of surface, the plane of
projection being perpendicular to the direction of view.
The unit of luminance is candle/fi? or candle/m?. In engineering, the luminance

of an ideally diffusing surface emitting or reflecting one lumen/ft? i is called one foot-
lambert (ft-L). An ideal diffuser of Juminance I candle/ft? in all directions emits «
lumens/ft2.

ı

(vi) Velocity of light.- The velocity of light = 2.998 x 101% cm/sec. = 186300
mile/sec. in vacuum.

o

(vi) Unit of wave length.-One Angstrom (A) is the unitin which the wavelengths
o

of light are measured (1 A = 1
8 cm.)

Refractive index ofa material (1) is the ratio of the velocity of light in free space
to that in the material.
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(viii) Unit for Power o lense.-One Dioptre is the unit of measure of the power
ofa lens and is given nuinericaliy Dy the reciprocal of the focal length expressed of
metres.

(4) Sound-(i) Pressure. -The unit of sound pressure is dyne/cm?.
(ii) Frequency. Ta unit of ir2jueney of sound is cycle/second, now designated

as Hertz (il2).
(üi) Inteasiiy.-Tae inteasily of sound wave in a given direction is the sound

energy ifansmitted psr second in this direction through unit area placed perpendi-
cularly to the speciüed direction. Unit-erg/cm?/s or watt/cm?,

1.3.4. Conversion Facters for Metric and British Units

TABLE 10

To convert Into Multiply by
(with abbreviations)

Length-
Kilometre (km) Mile 0.62137 1.060934
Nautical Mile oInternational) (n mile) Nautical mile (UK) 0.99936 1.00064
Meire (m) Yard (yd) .. 1.09361 0.9144
Metre (m) .. .. Foot (ft) .. 3.28084 0.3048
Centimetre (cm) . .. (in) 0.3937 2.54

Area-
Hectare (ha) . .. Square Mile (sq. mile) 0.060386 258.999
Hectare (ha) . Acre 2.47105 0.40469
Square Metre (m?) .. .. Square Yard (vd) 1.19599 0.83613
Square Metre (m?) .. Square foot (ft) .. 10.7639 0.09290
Square Centimetre (cm) Square Inch (in?) .. 0.1550 6.4516

Volume-
Cubic Metre (m) .. Acre Foot .. 8.1071 x 10" 1.23348 x 10°
Cubic Metre (im?) .. .. Cubie Yard (yd?) .. 1.30795 0.76455
Cubic Metre (m?) . .. Cubie Foot (fl?) .. 35.3147 0.02832
Cubic Metre (m?) - .. Gallon (Imp. gal-) 219.969 0.00455
Cubic Centimetre (cm' Cubic Inch (in) .. 0.06102 16.3871

Capacity-
Kilolitre (kl) .. .. UK Bushel .. 27.4969 0.03637
Litre (1) .. UK Gallon (egal) .. 0.21997 4.54596

Velocity (Angular)-
Radian per Second (rad)s) .. Revolution per 0.15915 6.2832

Second (rps).
Radian per Second (rad/s) .. DegreeDe „erond 57.295 0.01745

Velocity (Linear)-
Kilometre per Hour (km/hr) .. Mile per Hour (mph) 0.62137 1.60934
Metre per Second (m/s) .. .. Foot per Second (ft/s) 3.28084 0.3048

Mass-
Tonnes (t) .. Tons. (ton) .. 0,98421 1:01605
Kilogram (kg) .. Pound (Av) .. 2.20462 0.45359
Gram (8) .. Ounce (Av) .. 0.03527 28.3495

Density (Mass/Length)-
Kilogram per Metre (kg/m) .. Pounds Per Foot 0.67197 1.48816

(Ib/f)

{

"To obtain. . From Multiply by

USER
Note
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TABLE 10-contd.

To convert Into Multiply by _

(with abbreviations)

Density (MassIVolume)-
Scan der .. Po

unsper

Galloa 10.0221 0.09978
gal).Gran psr Cubic Centimetre (g/cm?) Pound per Cubic 0.03613 27.6799jIncn. (lb/io?).

Kilogram per Litre (kg/l), .. Pounds per Cubic 62.426 0.01602
Foot (Ib/f??).Gram per Litre (g/l) .. .. Pouads Cubic Foot 0.06243 16.0189

Specific Volume-
Cubic Metre per Kilogram (m?/kg) .. Cubic Foot peı 16.0185 0.06243

Pound (ft?/lb).Litre perKilogram (l/kg) .. Gallon per Pound 0.09978 10.0221
{(gal/lb).

Force-
Megadyne (10° dyn) .. .. Poundal (pdl) .. 72.330 0.01382
Kilogram-force (kgf) .. Pound-force (lbf) .. 2.20462 0.45359

Consumption (Mass|Time)-
Mstric Toane par Hour (t/hr) .. Tonper Hour (ton/hr) 0.98421 1.01605
Kildgram per 3scond (kg/sec) .. Pounds per Second 2.20462 0.45359

(lb/sec).

Consumption (Volume/Time)-
Litre par Minute (l/min) .. Gallon per Minute 0.21998 4.54596

(gal/min).;

Discharge-
Cubic Meztre per Second (mP/sec) Cubicj foot per 35.3147 0.02832

or Cumecs. Second (ft?/sec)
or Cusecs,

Consumption (Volume]/Length)-
Lites par Kilon:tre (l/km) .. Galion per Mile 0.35402 2.82473

(gal/mile).

Consumption (Length!Volume)-
Kiloaztre per Litre (km/l) .. Mile per Gallon 2.82473 0.335402

(mile/gal).

Stress andPressure-
*Xilogram-force per Square Metre *Pound force per 0.20482 4.838243

(kgf/m®).
Square

Foot

Kilogram-force per Square Centimetre Pound-force per 14.2233 0.07031
(kgf/cm?). Square Inch.

(ibf/in®).

Work, Energy andHeat--
Kilowatt-Hour (kWh) .. wer-hour 1.34102 0.74570

Megajoule (10) .. Horsepower-kour 0.37251 2.68452
(hp-

Million Calories (10%al) .. Thousand British 3.96832 0.25199
Thermal Units
(10'B Th U)

To obtain From - Multiply by

unds per

*Note-Kilogram-force/Pound-force is also termed simply as kilogram/pound, respectively.
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TABLE 10-concld.

To convert Into Multiply by
(with abbreviation)

Power-
Kilowatt (kW.) .. Horsepower (hp) .. 1.34102 0,74570

Calorific Valne-
Joule per Gram (J/a) British Thermal 0.42992 2.326

Unit per Pound
(B Tb U/lb)

Kilocalorie per Kilogram (kcal/kg).. British Thermal 1.8 V.55556
Unit per Pound

Temperaiure-
(Equations giving the relationship)

Degree Celsius (°C) Degree Fahrenheit (F) tc== (tF-32); tF= 1c+32)c

(B Th U/Ib)

5.
9F

To obtain From _ Multiply by
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2. INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM (SD UNITS
2.1. Introduction.-SI is the abbreviation for "systeme, International d' Units"

in French and also in many other languages. It is the purest form of metric system
and an extension and refinement of the traditional rnetric system. The SI derives
all the quantities needed in all technologies from only six basic and arbitrarily defined
units. This contrasts with the traditional metric system now being used in which
additional quantities, such as calorie and horsepower, are arbitrarily, and indeed
differently, defined in different countries. In SI the main departure from the tradi-
tional metric system is the use of 'Newton'* as the unit of force, In other respects,
however, the use of SI units, instead of technical metric units, will have little effect
on every day life. The metre and the kilogram will still remain the units of linear
measure and mass and the litre, internationally accepted for most purposes as
a special name for cubic decimetre, will be commorly used as a unit of volume.
SI system thus possesses features that make it logically superior to any other system
and also more convenient as it is coherent, rational and comprehensive.

The SI system is finally agreed upon at the 11th International Conference of
Weights and Measures held in the year 1960. This system of units is now being
adopted throughout the world and will remain the primary system of units of
measurement. The system rationalizes the main metric units of measurement and
standardizes their names and symbolic representaticn.

It has been recognized at the international level that some departures from strict
purity and coherence are acceptable for practical reasons. For instance, pure
SI would acknowledge only decimal multiples and sub-multiples of the second for
time measurement, whereas the minute, hour, day, month and year are in every day
use internationally and will clearly continue to be used. Similarly the division of
the circle into 360 degrees is a recognized international practice.

2.2. Historical Background.-By about 1900, practical measursment in metric
units began to be based on the metre, the kilogram, and the second (MKS system).
In the year 1901, Giovonni Giorgi, Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Rome, suggested that this system of units of mechanics should be linked
with the electromagnetic units by the adoption of any one of the latter as the fourth
basic unit. In 1935, the International Electrotechnier] Commission (TEC) accepted
the recommendations of Prof. Giorgi and in 1950 adopted "amnere', the unit of
electrical current, as the fourth basic unit giving the MKSA or Giorgi system.

The Conference Generale des Poids et Mesures (CGPM), at its tenth meeting
held in the year 1954, adopted the rationalized and coherent'svstem of units based
on MKSA units, the Kelvin as the unit of temrerature and the 'Candela' as the unit
of luminous intensity. At its eleventh meeting in 1950, CGPM formally gave it the
title 'systeme' International d' Units', with the abbreviation 'ST'.

The International System is product of evolutior. during the last six decades of
the ideas put forward by Prof. Giorgi in 1901. Today in near!y 80 per cent of the
world this system has found acceptance. India, by an act of Parliament No. 89,
1956 switched over to metric system of weights and measures. The definitions of
various units given in the Act conform to the definitions of the SI units.

2.3. Basic Units.-The International system of Units is based on six basic units
with a unit symbol assigned to each ofthem. They are listed in Table 9 and defined
in para. 2.9 for clarity.

* Ey wie when applied to a body having a mass of one kilogram gives it an
of 012 m>tre par s3sondiper second.ı
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TABLE 11

Basıc SI UNITS

Serial Name of
No. Physical Quantity SI Unit Symbol

1 Length .. .. .. .. metre m.
2 Mass .. .. .. kilogram ke.
3 Time .. .. .. .. second Ss.

4 Electric current .. .. .. ampere A
5 Thermodynamic temperature . .. .. kelvin K.
6 Luminous intensity .. .. .. .. candela cd.

2.4. Supplementary Units.-In the SI units, the quantities, plane angle and solid
angle,are treated as independent quantities with units radian (rad) and steradian (sr),
respectively. These are known as supplementary units.

2.5. Some Derived Units.-The expressions for the derived SI units are stated
in terms of the basic units, that is, the SI unit for velocity is metre per second (m/s).
For some of the derived SI units, special names have been adopted together with
special letter symbols. These are listed in Table 10 and defined under para. 2.9.

TABLE 12

SOME DERIVED SI UNITS HAVING SPECIAL NAMES

Serial Physical Quantity Nameof Symbol

1 Frequency .. hertz .. Hz=1chs.
2 Force .. newton .. Nekg./m/s
3 Work, energy, quantity of heat .. .. Joule .. J=Nm
4 Power .. .. watt . W=Jjs.
5 Electric charge .. coulomb.. C=As
6 Electric potential .. .. BR .. volt .. V=W/A
7 Electric capacitance . .. farad .. F=As/A
8 Electric resistance .. ohm

9 Magnetic flux .. .. weber .. Wb=Vs
10 Magnetic flux density .. BB . .. telsa .. T=Wb/m?
11 Inductance .. henry .. H=Vs/A
12 Luminous flux .. Iumen .. Im=cdsr

13 INMumination .. lux .. Ix=Im/m?

V/A
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All SI units that are not listed in Tables 11 and 12 shall only be expressed in terms
of some units from which they are derived. Examples of these units are listed in
Table 13.

TABLE 13

SOME DERIVED SI UNITS wITH COMPLEX NAMES

Serial Physical quantity Nameaof Symbol

1 Area .. square metre ms
2 Volume cubic metre ..m®
3 Density (Mass density) kilogram per cubic kg/m?

metre.
4 Velocity .. .. metre per second .. m/s
5 Angular velocity .. .. radian per second rad/s
6 Acceleration metre per second m/s!

squared.
7 Angular acceleration radian per second radjs?

squared.
8 Pressure (stress) newton per square N/m?

metre.
9 Dynamic viscosity .. newton second per Ns/m?

square metre,
10 Kinematic viscosity .. .. square metre per m?/s

second.
11 Electric field strength volt per metre V/m
12 Magnetic field strength ampere per metre .. A/m
13 Luminance .. candela per square cd/m?

metre,
14 Wave number 1 per metre, m-t
15 Entropy .. joule per kelvin J/K.
16 Specific heat joule per kilogram J/kg.K

kelvin.
17 Thermal conductivity .. .. wat per metre W/mK

kelvin,
18 Electric intensity .. .. watt per steradian Wisr
19 Activity (of radioactive source) 1 per second
20 Permittivity .. .. .. farad per metre F/m
21 Magnetomotive force ampere A
22 Permeability henry per metre Hm.

2.6. Formation of Names of Decimal Multiples and' Sub-multiples of Umits.-
Decimal multiples and sub-multiples of SI Units are formed by means of prefix
as given below :-

Factor Prefix Symbol Factor F Prefix Symbol

1012 tera T 10-1 deci d

10° giga G centi c

106 .. mega M 10- milli m

10° .. kilo k 10-8 micro u

10? .. hecto h 10-? nano n

10? deca da 10-2 pico pP

10-5 femto f

10-18 atto a
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A prefix is considered t0 be combined with the unit symbol to which it is directly
attached, forming with it a new unit symbol which can be raised to a positive or
negative power and which can be combined with other unit symbols to form symbolsfor compound units, for example :

1 cm? = (102 m)3 - 10-6
1 s ı = (10-8 s)-1 = 108

1 mm?/s = (10-8 m)?/s = 10-$m2js,

2.7. Numerical Vaiue.-When expressing a quantity by a numerical value and
a certain unit, it has been suitable in most applications to use units resulting in
numerical value between 0.1 and 1000, for example :

Observed or calculated values Can be expressed as

12000 N 12 KN
0.00394 m 3.94 mm.
14010 N/m? 14.01 KN/m2

Rules for Writing Symbols for Units.-In cases where international symbols for
units exist, these shall be used. They shall be printed/typed in Roman upright
type, shall remain unaltered in the plural, shall be written without final full-stopand be placed after the complete numerical value in expression for a quantity.
It is a general rule that they are printed/typed in lower case letters except when

the name of the unit is derived from a proper name.
Examples-metre m.

gram 2.
second S,

ampere A
weber wb,

7.8. Conversion Facters.-Conversion factors for normally used quantities into
the units of the ST are given in Table 12.

TABLE 14

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR METRIC AND SI UNITS

PN Quantity Metric Units Conversion SI Units

1 Volume *Litre .. 10 Cubic metre
Velocity .. Kilometre per hour „. 13.6 Metre per

second.
3 Acceleration of free fall Standard acceleration 9.80665 Metre persecond

(en). squared,
4 Frequency „. Cycles per second . ] Hertz.
5 Rotational frequency Revolution per minute 1/60 Hertz,
6 Wave length .. Angstrom .. 10-0 Metre
7 Density (Mass density) .. Gram per. milli-litre/ 999.972 Kilogram per

Factor

cubic metre.

Kilogram metre

Tonne per cubic metre. 10°

8 Momentofinertia (dynamic) Kilogram force metre 9.80665
second squared. squared.

9 Force .. Dyne .. 10-2 Newton.
9.80665Kilogram force

Th 43464
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TABLE 14-contd.

Quantity Metric Units Conversion SI Units

10 Moment of force, bending Dyne centimetre 10-
moment torque, moment
of couple. Kilogram force centi- 9.80665 > Newton metre

metre. x10-?
Kilogram force metre .. 9.80665

11 Pressure, normal 1 stress,shear Dyne per square centi- 0.1
stress. metre.
Young's, modulus, shear Millimetre mercury 133.322 7
modulus, bulk modulus. kilogram force per

square centimetre. 98066.5 Newton perNormal atmosphere 101.325 square metre
Kilogram force per

square millimetre. 9.80665 x 10%

12 Viscosity (dynamic) Dyne second per square 0.1 ) Newton sscond
centimetre. por square

Kilogram force second 9.80665 MELTe,
per square metre,

13 Surface tension Dyne per centimetre Newton per
metre,

14 Work, energy Erg .. .. 10-7
Kilogram force metre .. 9.80665 Joule, * *
Kilowatt hour 3.6 x 10%

15 Power Erg per second
Kilogram force metre per 9.80665 f Watt.
second.

Metric horse power 735.499
16 Thermodynamic temperature Degree Rankine 5/9 Kelvin.

(absolute temperature).
17 Customary temperature Degree celsious 273.15+t Kelvin,

Degree Fahrenheit
(t -32). )

18 Heat Calorie 4.1868 Joule.

19 Heat flow rate Kilocalorie per hour 1.163 Watt or joule
per second.

20 Specific heat capacity Calorie per gram degree 4186.8 Joule per
kilogram kelvin.

21 Illumination Phot .. 10% Lux.
Lumen per square 10% Lumen per
centimetre, square metre.

22 Brightness Lambert 3183 Candela per
centimetre. square metre.

Serial
No. Factor

10-7

273.15+(5/9)

*In 1964 the Conference Generale des Poids et Measures redefined the litre as 1 Jitre = 1 dm?,
Previously the definition was-' 1 litre is the volume occupied by a mass of I kg. of pure water at
its temperature of maximum density and under standard atmospheric pressure'. According to this
definition, the litre was equal to 1.000028 dm?.
**] Joule = 1 newton metre = 1 watt second. s).

2.9. Definitions of Basic and Special Derived SI Units
Basic Units-(l) Metre (m).-The metre is a length equal to 1650763.73 wavs

lengths in vacuum of the radian corresponding to the transition between the levels
2p,, and Sd, of the krypton -86 atom,

(2) Kilogram The kilogram is the unit of mass of the international
proto-type of the kilogram, maintained in BIPM laboratories at Sevres.
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(3) Second (s).--The second is the duration cf 9192631770 periods of the radiation
coıresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels ofthe ground state
of the caesium-133 atom.

(4) Ampere (A).- The ampere is that constant current which, ifmaintained in two
straight parallel conductors of infinite length, of negligible circular cross-sections,
and placed one metre apert in vacuum, would produce between these conductors
a force equal to 2 X 107 newton per metre length,

(5) Kelvin (K),-The kelvin, unit of thermodynamic temperature, is the fraction
1/273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of tbe triple point of water.

(The kelvin may also be used for expressing a temperature interval. The degree
celsius (° C) is a unit of the International] Practical Temperature Scale on which the
thermodynamic temperature of the zero point is 273.15 K. The degree celsius is
equal to kelvın (1°C 1 K). The degree celsius may also be used for expressing
a temperature inteıval).

(6) Candela (cd).- The candela is the luminous intensity, in the perpendicular
direction of a surface 1/600000 square metre of a black body at the temperature
of freezing platinum under a pressure of 101325 newtons per square metre.

Special Derived Units

(1) Hertz.-The hertz is the frequency of a periodie phenomenon of which the
periodic time is one second.

(2) Newton.-The newton is that force which, when applied to a body having
a mass of one kilogram gives it an acceleration of one metre per second squared.
(3) Joule. The joule (unit ofenergy) is the work done when the point ofapplication

ofa force of one newton is displaced through a distance of one metre in the direction
of the force.

(4) Watt.- The unit of power called the watt is equal to one joule per second.

(5) Coulemb.-The unit of electric charge called coulomb is the quantity of
electricity transported in one second by a current of one ampeıe.
(6) Volt. The volt is the difference of electric potential between two points of

a conducting wire carrying a constant cuırent ofone ampere, when the power dissipat-
ed between these points is Cne watt.

(7) Farad.-The farad is the capacitance of an electric capacitor between the plates
ofwhich there appears a difference of electric potential of one volt when it is charged
by a quantitv of electricity of one coulomb.

(8) Ohm.-The ohm is the electric resistance between two points of a conductor
when a constant potential difference of one volt, applied between these points,
produces a current of one ampere in this conductor, provided no electromotive
force is generated in the conductor.

(9) Weber.-The weber is the magnetic flux which linking a circuit of one turn,
produces in it an electromotive force of one volt as it is reduced to zero at a uniform
rateinaonesecond.
(10) Telsa.-The telsa is the density of one weber of magnetic fiux per metre

squared.
(11) Henry.-The henry is the inductance a colsed circuit in which an electro-

motive force of one volt is produced when the current in the circuit varies uniformiy
at the rate of one ampere per second.

(12) Lumen.-The unit of luminous flux called the luemn is the flux emitted
within unit solid angle of one steradian by a point'source/having a uniform intensity
of one candela.

(13) Lux.-The lux is an illumination of one lüinen per square metre,
Tb 4346
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3. STANDARD DIMENSIONS AND PROPERTIES OF SOME
BUILDING MATERIAL

The standard dimensions and properties of syme building material, which are
n»t covered in 'Chapter No. i : Materials' of the revised P. W. D. Handbook
are given in the follywing Tables. The information is based on the relevant Indian
Standırds quated below each Table, which may please be referred to for details.

31. Dimz>asions, Sectionai Areas and Weirhts of Hot-Rolled Square Steel Bars

TABLE 15

Designation Side Width Sectional Arca Weight per metre

ISSQ 5 5.0 0.25 0.196
ISSQ 6 6.0 0.36 0.283
ISSQ.8 8.0 0.64 0.502
etc. .. 10.0 1.00 0.785

12 1.44 1.13
16 2.56 2.01
20 4.00 3.14
25 6.25 4.91
32 10.20 8.04
40 16.0 12.6
45 20.2 15.9
so 25.0 19.6
63 39.7 31.2
80 64.0 50.2
100 100 78.5

(mm (cm?) (kg.)

Note.-The weight per metre of bars given in the table is calculated on the basis that steel weights
7.85 g/cm? and is rounded off to three significant figures, The sectional area of the bars is also
rounded off to three significant figures.

(Ref. IS : 1732-1971, First Revision)

3.2. Dimensions of Hot-Rolled Steel Fiats

TABLE 16

Width Thickness Width Thickness
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

10 3ta 6 80 4to 50
14 3to 8 90 Br 5 to 60
20 3to 18 100 5to 60
25 j 3to 18 110 5 to 60
30 3to 20 120 5 to 0
35 3to 32 130 .. 6t0 60
40 3 to 32 140 8 to 60
45 410 32 150 8 to 60
50 3 to 40 160 8to 45
55 4 t0'40 180 8to 45
60 3t0°45 200 10 to 45
65 41045 250 10 to 45
70 4 t0"50 300 12 to 45
75 4 t0°50 400 12 to 45

{Ref 19 1 1731-1971, Pirat Revision)
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3.4. Dimensions of Galvanised Stee! Barbed Wire fr Fercing

3.4.1. Types

Typ A (lowa type).--Ths barbs shall have four points and shall be formed by
twitiag two point wires, each two turns, tichily around both line wires making
altogether feu. complete turn..

Type B {Glidden tspe).- The barbs saali have four points and shall be formed
by twisting tw' print wires, each oY two tarns, ü,htly around one line wiıe making
altogether four compiete tum».

Botn a above types are shown in the sketch on page 24.

3.4.7, Sizes

TABLE 18

Size Diameter of wire Mass ofcompleted Distance No. of lays
Barbed wire between between the

Designation two barbs two
Line wire Point wire Max. Min. mm consecutive

g/m g/m barbs
Nom. Tel. Nom. Tol.
mm mm mm mm

1 2.50 2.50 155 136 75 +12)
2 2.50 2.50 120 108 150 + 12

3 2.50 2.00 125 108 75 +12
+0.08 . 40.08 2107

4 2.50 2.00 103 89 150 + 12

5 2.24 2.00 106 97 75+12
6 2.24 2.00 85 78 150 +12

Note.----The mass in g/m shall be obtained by dividing the total mass of the reel by the linear
length in metres,

(Ref. 15 :278- 1978)
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NO. OF. LAyS

53 421

BARB

LINE WIRE
PITCH OF BARBS

INDIVIDUAL
WIRE

TYPE A

NO OF LAYS
BARB

INDIVIDUAL LINE WIRE
WIRE

PITCH OF BARB Se)

TYPE B

5L2 3

DETAILS OF BARBED WIRE
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WIDTH

SHORTWAY W
OF MESH 2

RED(SWM)

THICKNESS ZZ

LONGWAY OF MESH(LWM)

SIZE OF MESH OF
EXPANDED METAL SHEET.,

3.5. Expanded Metal Steei Sheets

TABLE 19

we of Mesh (Nominal) Size of sheet normally stocked (m)

100 250
205% 2.50x3.75

40 75)
40 115"
40 75 2.50 x 3.75
25 75% and
20 60 1.25 x 3.75
20
12.5 50"
12,5 40 2.50 x 2.75
10 40% and
9.5 28.5 1.25 x 2.75
6 25
5 20
3 15 2.50 x 1.25

(mm) LWM (mm)

75
40

(Ref. IS : 412 - 1975, Second Revision)

3.6. Concrete Pipes (Hume Pipes).*- The concrete pipes are classified as under -

Class Description Conditions where normally used

NP-1 Unreinforced concrete non-pressure pipes For drainage and irrigation use, above
ground or in shallow trenches,

NP-2 Reinforced concrete, light duty, non- For drainage and irrigation use, for culverts
pressure pipes. carrying light traffic.
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Class Description Conditions where normally used

NP-3 Reinforced concrete, heavy duty, non- For drainage and irrigation use, for culverts
Pressure pipes. carrying heavy trafüc.

NP-4 Reinforced concrete, heavy duty, non- Fordrainage and irrigation use, for culverts
pressure pipes. carrying very heavy trafic, such as

railway loadings,

P-1 Reinforced concrete pressure pipes tested For use on gravity mains, the site test
to a hydrostatic pressure of 2 pressure not exceeding two-thirds of the
(20 m head). hydrostatic test pressure.

P-2 Reinforced concrete pressure pipes tested For use on pumping mains, the site test
to a hydrostatic_ pressure of 4 kg/cm? pressure ‚not exceeding half of the
(40 m head). hydrostatic test pressure.

P-3 Reinforced concrete"pressure 'pipes tested Do.
to a hydrostatic ‚pressure of 6 kg/cm2
(60 m head).

Note.-The uses are only by way of recommendations as a general guidance and the exact usageshall be decided by the engineer-in-charge.
*[Ref. IS : 458-1971, with Amendment No, 1 (Feb. 1978)}

TABLE 20

DIMENSIONS OF CONCRETE Pipes

Collar Dimensions
Internal Minimum thickness Minimum Minimum

(mm) (mm)

1 2

Class NPI
25 13 150

300 1 22 16 150

450 l 35 19 ar
Class NP2

25 13 150

150 2. > 13 150

225 2 25 ] 3 E0
250 2 25 13 150

Diameter of Barrel and
of pipe Barrel Length

(m) collar. caulking Length
space (mm)

543

80 1

100 1 25 13 150
150 I 25 13 150
200 1 25 13 150
225 1 25 13 150
250 1 25 13 150
300 l 30 16 150

400 i 32 16 150

80 2
100 2 25. 150

200 2 25 13 150
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TABLE 20-contd.

Collar
InternalDiameter

Barrel Length
Minimum thikaess Minmum Minimum

of pipes (m) and Collar caulking Day(mm) (mm) (mm)

1 2 3 4 5

Class NP2 (contd.)
300 20r2.50r3.0 30 16 150
350 20r2.50r3.0 32 16 150
400 20r2.50r3.0 32 16 150
450 2.5073 35 19 200
500 2.5or3 35 19 200
600 2.5or3 Au 19 200
700 2.5013 40 19 200
800 2.50r3 45 19 200
900 2.50r3 50 19 200

1,000 2.50r3 55 19 200
1,100 2.50r3 60 19 200
1,200 2.50r3 65 19 200
1,400 2.50r3 75 19 200
1,600 2.50r3 80 19 200
1,800 2.5073 90 19 200

Class NP3
350 2.50r3.0 75 Heavy duty non-pressare
400 2.50r3.0 75 pipes shali normally have
450 2.5 073.0 75 flush joints; collar joints
500 2.50r 3.0 75 may, however, be per-
600 2.5 0r3.0 80 mitted, in which case the
700 2.307 3.0 80 design and dimensions of
800 2.50r3.0 90 the collar shall be the same
900 2.50r 3.0 100 as for corresponding NP2

1,000 2.50r3.0 100 pipes.
1,100 2.5 3.0 115

1,200 2.5 07 3.0 115

Class NPa
400 2.50
500 2,50 75
600 2.50 85
700 2.50 85
800 2.50 95
900 1.25 100

1,000 1.25 115
1,100 1.25 115
1,200 1.25 120
1,400 1.25 135
1,600 1.25 140
1,800 1.25 150

Diameter of Barrel

space

ID
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TABLE 20-concld.

Collar
Internal Minimum Thickness

Diameter Barrel Length of Barrel Minimum Minimum
of pipes (m) and collar caulking Length
(mm) (mm) space (mm)

(mm)
1 2 3 4 5

Class P]
80 2.0 25 13 150
100 2.0 25 13 150
150 2.0 25 13 150
200 2.0 25 13 150
225 2.0 25 13 150
250 2.0 25 13 150
300 2 or 2.5 01 3.0 30 16 150
350 2 0r2.50r3.0 32 16 150
400 2.5 013.0 32 16 150
450 2.5 073.0 35 19 200
500 2.5 0r 3.0 35 19 200
600 2.50r 3.0 40 19 200
700 2.5 0r 3.0 40 19 200
800 2.50r3.0 45 19 200
900 2.50r 3.0 50 19 200

1,000 2.5 0r 3.0 55 19 200
1,100 2.507 3.0 60 19 200
1,200 2.50r 3.0 65 19 200

Class P2

s0 2.0 25 13 150
100 2.0 25 13 150
150 2.0 25 13 150
200 2.0 30 13 150
225 2.0 30 13 150
250 2.0 30 13 150
300 20r2.50r3.0 40 16 150
350 2 or 2.5 or 3. 3.0 45 16 150
400 2.50r 3.0 50 16 150
450 2.5 0r 3.0 50 19 200
500 2.50r 3.0 55 19 200
600 2.5 or 3.0 65 19 200

Class P3

80 2.0 25 13 150
100 2.0 25 13 150
150 2.0 25 13 150
200 2,0 35 13 150
225 2.0 35 13 150
250 2.0 35 13 150
300 2.0 0r2.50r 3.0 45 16 150
350 2.0 0r2.50r3.0 55 16 150
400 2.00r2.5or 3.0 60 16 150
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3.7. Safe Bearing Pressure.

3.7.1. The allowable bearing pressure shall be taken as either of the following,
whichever is less :-

(a) The safe bearing capacity; and

(b) The maximum safe bearing pressure that the soil can take without vr.der-
going settlement more than permissible for the situation.

The allowable bearing pressure should be determined by the followir.g steps

(a) Proportion footings making use of safe bearing capacity values.

(b) Calculate total settlements of footings and thus estimate differentizl sett!e-
ments between them.

(c) Calculate angular distortion values.

(d) Compare these with the values given in Table 21,

(e) If the comparison is not satisfactory revise the safe bearing capacity vatue
suitably and re-proportion the footings and repeat steps (b), (c)and (d)
until satisfactory comparison is obtained. Allowable bearing pressure
can thus be estimated.

3.7.2. Th> safe baaring capacity may be calculated in accordance with
IS : 6409-1971- Code of practice for determination of allowable bearing pressure
on shallow foundations.

3.73. It is recommended that safe bearing capacities should be calculated on
the basis of soil test data. In the absence of such data the values of safe beering
capacities given in Table 21 may be used as guide.

TABLE 21

SAFE BEARING CAPACITY OF DIFFERENT STRATA

Safe Bearing
Serial Type of Rocks/Soils capacity kN/m? Remarks
No (kgf/cm®)

1 2 3 4

(d) Rocks-

1 Rocks-hard without lamination and defccts for 3240(33)
example granite, trap and diorite.

2 Laminated rocks, for example, sandstone and 1620(16.5)
lime-stone in sound condition,

3 Residual deposits of shattered and broken bed rock 880(9.0)
and hard shale, cemented material.

4 Soft rock .. .. 440(4.5)

(b) Non-cohesive Soils-

$ Gravel, sand andgravel, compact and offering high 440(4.5) (See Note 2)
resistance to penetration when excavated by tools.
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TABLE 21--contd.

Safe Bearing
Serial Type of Rocks/Soils capacity KN/m?/ RemarksNo. (kgf/cm?)

1 2 3 4

6 Coarse sand, compact and dry .. 440(4.5) Dry means that the ground
water level is at a depth
not less than the width
of foundation below the
base of the foundation.

7 Medium sand, compact and dıy .. .. 245(2.5)
8 Fine sand, silt (dry lumps easily pulverized by the 150(1.5) u

fingers).

9 Loose gravel or sand gravel mixture loose coarse to 245(2.5) (See Note 2)
medium sand, dry.

10 Fine sand, loose and dry .. .. 100(1.0)

(c) Cohesive Soils-
11 Soft shale, hard or stiff clay in deep bed, dry .. 440(4.5) This group is susceptible to

long-term consolidation
settlement.

12 Medium clay, readily indented with a thumb nail.. 245(2.5)
13 Moist clay and sand clay mixture which can be 150(1.5)

indented with strong thumb pressure,

14 Soft clay indented with moderate thumb pressure 100(1.0)
15 Very soft clay which can be penetrated several 50(0.5)

inches with the thumb.

16 Black cotton soil or other shrinkable or expansive See Note 3. To be deter-
clay in dry condition. (50 per cent saturation). mined after in vestigation

(d) Peat-
17 Peat BR . . BR See Note 3 and Note 4,

To be determined after
investigation.

(e) Made-Up Ground-
18 Fills or made-up ground .. .. .... See Note 2 and Note 4.

To be determined after
investigation.

Note 1.- Values listed in the table are from shear consideration only.
Note 2.- Values are very much rough due to the following reasons :-

(a) Effect of characteristics of foundations (that is, effect of depth, width, shape, roughness
etc.) has not been considered,

(b) Effect of range of soil properties (that is, angle of frictional resistance, cohesion, water
table, density, etc.) has not been considered.

"Note 3.- For non-cahesive soils, the valuesl'sted in the table shall be reduced by 50 per cent if
the water table is above or near the base of footing.

Note 4.-- Compactness or looseness of nou-cohesive soils may be determined by driving the cone
of 65 mm. dia and 60° apex angle by a hammer of 65 ka. falling from 75 mm. If gorrected number
of blows (N) (Seo IS : 6403- 1971) for 30 cm, penstration are less than 10, the soil is called loose,
if N lies between 10 and 30, it is medium, if more than 30, the scil is called as dense.

"Code of practice for detam.natıoı uf allowable bairıng Pressure on shaliow foundatıöns:
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4. MATHEMATICAL DATA
4.1. Mathematical Constants

Constant Value Constant Value

3,141 5927 e 2.718 2818

0.497 1499 108,0€ 0.434 2945

2.302 5851
_ 0.318 3099
rn log. 0.693 1472

m 9.869 6044 1081, 10810
6 1.637 7843

1.772. 4539 log,r 1.144 7299

109102 0.301 0300

4.2. Mathematical Symbols

Symbols Meaning Example

> Is greater thau 4 >33

< Is'less than ® 3<4
# Is not equal to

> Is equal to or greater than

Is equal to or less than

Is proportional to, varies with

© Infinity

= Is approximately equal to m dy where 8x 18

= I. identical with

> Appr.aches, tends towards = m
Dite e between

Is similar to
N

A Angle ZABC, ABC

() .. Parentheses

Tr

lo

loge101

dx small

8x
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Symbols Meaning Example

u

Absolute value of z ..

L.t .. Factorial

The angle whose sine is x s1n 0 5 = 30°
arc sin X

AB .. A length measured along an arc.

AB .. A length measured along a chord
to an arc.

S .. Integral

.. Sum of

Brackets EM1

L3=3!=3 x2x1.
s 1n

4.3. Greek Alphabets in Mathematics

Letter
Named Roughly Usually represents

Capital Small equal to

A « Alpha a Angles or coefficients.
B ß Beta b Angles or coefficients.
r y Gamma g Angles or coefficients,
A ö Delta d Angles or coefficients, variation.
E 8 Epsilon e (short) A small quantity in series.
zZ € Zeta z Co-efficients, co-ordinates.
H n Eta e(long) Co-effcients, co-ordinates.

Theta th Angles.
I ı Iota i

K k Kappa k
A \ Lambda 1 Angles, coefficients.
M 7 Mu m Angles, coeflicients,
N U Nu n Angles, coefficients,
= £ Xi x Co»ordinates,
o o Omieron o (short)

Pi p Circumference of Circle/Diameter 3+1416,
ß Rho r Radius, Vector, Ratio,

8 0,3 Sigma s used for summation,
T T Tau t

Y v Upsilon uory Time, Temperature, coefficient,
& F Phi ph Angles, coefficients,
X x Chi ch (hard)

y Psi ps Angles.
Omega o (long) Angular velocity.

00
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4.4. Mathematical Formulae

4.41. Algebra:
Quadratic Equations

(1) Fax? +bx +c=0,then
b+ - 4acx

28

then

63) If x?n + - b, then

(
a

)
x

22

( 2 )
2a

n /
a1x
2

4.4.2. Trigonometry:
(1) Measurement of angles
A degree ia 1/360 of the plane angle about a point.

a radian is ihe angle subtended at the centre of a circle by an arc equal to the
radıus.

60 thirds (") = 1 second
60 seconds (") = 1 minutes
60 minutes (') = 1 degree
90 degrees (°) = 1 right angle
l radian = 57'2958 degrees = 57° 17' 45'
r radians = 180 degrees.

(2) Trigonomertrical ratlos

Sine (sin) A

Cosine (co) A =
a

Tangent (tan) A = v B
1

b

c

Secant (sec) A = cos A
1 ac

Consecant (eosec) =

1

sın A' o
90

Cotangent (ct) A =
tanA° cbA

Exsecant (exsec) A = sec A-1.
Versine (vers) A = 1- cos A.
Coversine (covers) A = 1-sin A.
Tb 4346-5
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®) Signs of the functions

Quadrant Sin Cos Tan Cot Sec Cosec

First

Second ..

Third
Fourth

(4) Functions ofangles in any quadrant (in terms of angle in the first quadrant)

Trigonometrical 90°+9 180°+0 270°+
unction

- sin + 0050 + sind - c05 0sın

cos + 0080 + -0080 + sin 0

tan .. tz tan + 0066019

..

+ 8000

- cosec

+ cosec6

+ sec

+ 000

cosec 0

+ tan 8

+ cosec 0

cot - c0t9 tan 6

sec. sec 6
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(6) Relations between Trigonometrical Ratios

sind
sin20 _(1) sin + con 1 (4) tan 6

cosh

c080
(2) sec?6 1 +tan 0 (5) cot $

sind

(3) cogec?d = 1 +cot20

(N Complementary Angles

(1) co89 = sin (90°-0) (4) sind = cos (90°-0)

(2) tand cot (90°-8) (5) secd = cosec (90°-9)

(3) cosech sec (90°-0) (6) cot9 = tan (90°-0)

(8) Supplementary Angles

1f9 lies between 90° and 180°

(1) co80 = -cos (180°-9) (4) sech = - sec (180°-8)

(2) sind sin (180°-0) (5) cosech = cosec (180°-9)

(3) tand = -tan (180°-9) (6) cot$ = - cot (180°-0)

(9) Compound Angles

(1) cog (A+B) = cos A cos B-sin A-sin B.

(2) cog (A-B) = cos A cos B-tsin A sin B.

(3) sin (A+B) = sin A cosB + cos A sin B.

(4) sin (A-B) = sin A cos B - cos A sin B,

tan A +tanB
1=tan A tan B

tan A--tan B.
1 -+tanAtenB

(5) tan (A+B) =

(6) tan (A-B) =

(10) Multiple Angles

(1) cog 20 = cos = sin?0 = 2 cos? -1
= 1-2

(2) sin 20 = 2 sind cos0

2 tand
(3) tan 20 =

1-tan2$

(4) cog 30 = 4 cos? - 3 cos0

(5) sin 30 = 3 sind - 4 sin?

(6) cos = 4 (1-+ cos 26)

(7) sin? = $ (1-cos 29)
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(11) Functions ofHalf-Angles

_
-cos6sin = I2

1cos
2 2

tan 0
_

1

-

c0s0 sin
sin 0 1 + cos2

_
1 - c0s6
I + cos

(12) Sum and Difference Formulae

sinA-+sinB - 2 sın (A B) cos (A-B)

sin A- sin B=2 cos (A +B) sin

11

22

(A-B)11

22

cos (A+B)cos - B)
11

22

cos A - cos B=2 sin I (A +B) sin (B- A)1

2

sin A + B)

cos A cosBtan A- tan B= sin (A - B)

(13) Product Formulae

sin Acos B - I [6in (A+B)+sin(A-B)]

cos A sin B = 5 [6in (A+B) - sin (A - B)]

cos AcosB = [(cos (A + B) + cos (A - B)]
1

2

sin A sin B = [cos (A-B)- cos (A + B)]
1

2



(14) Inclination

38

vale

Angle ofRise inclination Tangent Sine Radians

1in 30 10.55' +0333 -0333 .0333

lin 25 °-17' .04 .04 .04
t in 20 20.52 .05 .05 .05

lin 18 3°.11' .0555 .0554 .0555

lin 16 3°.35' .0625 .0624 »0625

iin14 49.5' .0714 .0712 »0713

iinl2 4°46° .0833 .0831 .0832

lin10 50.43 i .0996 »0997

1in9 6°-21" .1lil ‚1103 ‚1105

lin8 77.8' «125 ‚1242 .1245

1in7 „1429 .1415 .1419

iin 6 9 28' .1667 .1645 .1652

1in5 11°-19° .2 .1926 ‚1975

iin4 142° .25 „2425 ‚2449

1 in'3 18°-26° «3332 .3162 .3217

26°-34° «5 .4472 ‚4637

lin] 45° 1.0 7071 .7854

(15) The Sine Rule
In any triangle :-

a = b c
esin A sin B sin C

The Cosine Rule

3 _ 432
be os A os A=

bi

ınclination

cbA

a = b
2bc]

-2ca ws B

Ama 2ab oos)C cos C = air bt - ca

2ab
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cos
be

s(s - a)A
2

(s

D
|sin b)(s- ce)

be

ce)(s- a)

1

2

(16) Solution ofRight-Angled Triangles
a=csin A b=ccos A 8

= btan A =4cot A c
a

c = a cosec A

= bsec A A b

(17) Solution ofTriangles
(1) Given two sides, b and c and the included angle A

(b? - 2be cos A)

sinB = b_ sin A
a

Note.-This equation gives two practical values for angle B, since 0 and 180°-0
have the same sine.

90

c

a

If correct angle is doubtful find angle B by the cosine rule :-

C = 180° - (A + B)

(2) Given two angles, A and B, and a side 5 :-

C= 180°-(A+D)

c c
sın 5 sın BB
sin A

(3) Given three sides, a, b and c :-

cos A
Abe

sinB= sin A (see note for case 1)
b
a

c = 180° - (A + B)
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Square Cylinder
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Rectangle
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Parallelogram.

Right-angled Triangle:

Acute.angled Triangle.

Circular ring

‚Trapezium

\_\ h

Abe a 4

Quadrilateral.x

f
135

n 8
‚Regular Hexagon.

&k
45 Frr
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Regular Octagon.

es
da

ec

Regular Polygon.

FIG1-GEOMETRIC DATA
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(4) Given two sides, a and b, and a non-included angle A.
c

27
a

1[4a

b
A

;

1

() If db sin A> a there are no solutions.

B;

(ä)Ifbsin A=a there is one solution,
vi. B= 90°, C=9%0° -A.

c=bcosA.
(ii) IE b sin A< aand a < d there are two solutions, thus :

(a) (b)

C, = 180°- (A-+B,) C, = 180° - (A-+B,)

asinC, 4 sin C,
sn a

sin ] = B sin A.
aB, B, = 180°- B..

sın A

(iv) IE b sin A< a and a> 5 there is one solution,
viz. ii (a) above.

Note.-The above analysis assumes the given angle A is less than 90°. IfA< 90°
there are no solutions, unless b<< a, in which case there is one solution, viz. n (a)
above.

4.4.3. General Geometric Data :

(A = Area, V = Volume)

(1) Square

_A=-RA= di

d= 1.414 1= 1.414VA,

1

2

(2) Rectangle
A=ab.
A = ay/(d2 = ba/ (52) d == /(ar-+b9).

(3) Parallelogram
A=ad a=A-b b=A-a

(The dimension a is measured at right angles to line 2).
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In I

Sector of ırcle Parabola

PEN f
y

c
x

Parabola
D

Segment of Circle
c

GE

Segment of ParabolaSector of
Cırcular Rıng

cr

Prism
Pandrel or fıllet

Ni
d2se areaEllıpse

Pyramid
Area of Top ArD

L
Area of Base Aa

Hyperbola
Frustum of Pyramid

F16.2- GEOMETRIC DATA CCONTINUED)
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(4) Right-angled Triangle

A= be
2

b

(5) Acute-angled Triangle

bh a? ( aa +62 + c2

]2b22
A

+b+0
then A = V[s(s-a) (s-b) (s-e)]

(6) Circle
C = Circumference

r2,= 3.1416 r2\= 0.7854

= 6.2832 -3.1416 d

r=C+6.2832 =0.564 A. d=C-3.1416 = 1.128 va.
Length of arc for centre:

Angle of 1° = 0.008727 d,

Angle of n° = 0.008727 nd.

(7) Circular Ring

(8) Cylinder

1.
2

(2b2c? + 2c2a2 + - bb1

4*

A=r(R- rn)

S =area of cylindrical surface.

V=3.1416fr2h
S = 6.2832 rh

Total area A of cylindrical surface and end surfaces.

A=6.2832 r(r+h)
(9) Trapezium

(a+b)h
2

(10) Quadrilateral

A= (H+h)a+bh-cH
2



4
(11) Regular Hexagon
R =radius of circumscribed circle.
r = radius of inscribed circle,
A = 2.598 52 = 2.598 R2 = 3.464 r?
R=s= 1.155r
r =0.8665 = 0.866R
s=R=1.155r

(12) Regular Octagon
A=4.828 = 2.828 R2 = 3.314 r?
R=1.307s =1.082r
r=1.2075
s=0.765R =0.828 r

0.924R

(13) Regular Polygon
angle in degrees
N = number of sides.

360° + N = 180°x
Nsr Ns

4 )22
4

R _ roo,

4 ] r _'g2 R?
4 )
s2

(14) Sector of Circle
1 length of arc

ra x 3.1416 24I=
180

= 0.01745 r «

A=1/2 rl = 0.008727 « r?

57.2961 2A 57.296 /x r= =
r I X

r

(15) Segment of Circle
c=W/ [hr - h)]

-h)]
_1=0.01745 r ax+4h2r=

57.296 I1
@h=r zvar c?), & r

Area = 3 ch (approximately)
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(16) Sector of Circular Ring

OT
360 (R 2 _r2)A

4x 360 (D
d?)OT

(17) Spandrel or Fillet

rer? = 0.1075 c
4

(18) Ellipse
P = perimeter or circumference.
A=rab
P =3.1416 / [2(a? +59]
approximately,

(19) Hyperbola

Shaded Area
2 3

108, ( r +
5 )

(20) Parabola I = length of arc

ab x
BCD

+ 2x )] e
2x

> )]22>2
I

k

when x is a small proportion ofy, the following is a close approximation

Im 4x1 )
Shaded area = 2 xy

(21) Segment ofParabola

Area BEC=A=
3

area of parallelogam BCDE

If FG is the height of the segment measured at right angles to BC, then,

2Area of segment BFC = BC x FG.
3

(22) Prism
V=hx A where

A = area of end surface and his measured perpendicular to end surface.
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r

e

Spherical Sector
Nr

b
>
Wedge h

x }

Ay- r

Portion of Cylinder3

Dis

acc

Portion of Cyiinder

35
Cone

Frustum ot Cone

&
Sphere

..

Spherical Segment

r
-

b

Spherical Zone

r

1

Sphericai Wedge.
r ST

r
Hollow Sphere,r

1

Ellıpsoid
r
r

A

Paraboloid

EIG.3- GEOMETRIC DATA (CONTINUYED)
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(23) Pyramid
V=1/3hx area of base.

If the base is a regular polygon with n sides and s = length of side, r = radius of
inscribed circle and R = radius of circumscribed circle, then

nsrh nsh (R2

4 )66
V

(24) Frustum ofPyramid

3 [4 ı + A2 +4[(A1 x Ae)]
h

(25) Wedge

(2a + ec) bh
6

(26) Portion of Cylinder
(D) S = Area of cylindrical surface

V = 1.5708 I (h, + h,)
S 3.1416r(h, + hy)

-2 a8
5

(IM V =G +bx arcaABC)";
B = (ad + b x length ofare ABC)6

Use sign when the base area is larger and - sign when the base area is less than
one-half the base circle,

(27) Cone

V _u rd h

Area of conical surface
A = 3.1416 ry/(r? + h9) = 3.1416 rs

s = var2 + h9) = d? )+h?4

(28) Frustum of Cone
V=1.0472h(R®+Rr+r%)
A =3.1416s (R + r)

s = Ya? + h2) = VIR-n)? + h2]
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(29) Sphere

_

A=4 rr2

r=3 3/

(30) Spherical Sector

3

3

Total area of conical and spherical surface

A=3.14l6r(2h +%c)
c=2 y[h@r-h)]

(31) Spherical Segment

3. 14161c2 4 h2

)3 8 6

Area of spherical surface

3. 1416 h2 (r )
h

( c + h2

)4

_
c2 +4h?c =2y [hOr-h), r= -an

(32) Spherical Zone

sauh (36+
Area of special surface

4% +(

(33) Spherical Wedge

413v 0.
360°

%
3

Area of spherical surface

360
xaA

Where a, = centre angle in degrees.
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(34) Hollow Sphere

4r
3

(35) Ellipsoid

4 T
3

abcv

In an ellipsoid of revolution or spheroid, where b=c
V = 4.1888 ab?

Area of surface

A= a? + b®) approximately.
Ar b
2

(36) Paraboloid

v

wherep =

2r
3p

A (
d?
8h

(37) Paraboloidal Segment
Tr IT

ch ch Dq d
82

Paraboloidal Segment

(38) Torus or Ring 4 r
4

D ®d
V=2n?Rr?

Area of surface

A = 4n? Rr = n2Dd Torus or Ring
Tb 4346-6
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(39) Table ofPolygons

S = side of polygon.
R = ıadius of circumscribed circle.

r = radius of inscribed circle.

A = angle formed by the intersection of the sides.

Name A Area = S? x S-Rx S=rx

Triangle 3 60° 0.4330 1.732 3.4641

Pentagon 5 108° 1.7205 1.1755 1.4536

Hexagon .. 6 120° 2.5980 1.0000 1.1547

Octagon 8 135° 4.8234 0.7653 0.8284

Decagon .. 10 144° 7.6922 0.6180 0.6498

No. of
sıdes

Area of any regular plygon = radius of inscribed circle x 1/2 number of sides
x length of one side.

(40) Table ofPolyhedrons

Name R=Sx r=Sx A=Sx C=S'x
Tetrahedron 4 0.6124 0.2041 1.7320 0.1178

Cube 6 0.8660 5.000 6.0000 1.0000

Octahedron 8 0.7071 0.4082 3.4641 0.4714

Dodecahedron . 12 1.4012 1.1135 20.6458 7.6631

Icosahedron .. 20 0.9510 0.7558 8.6602 2.1817

No. of
faces

S = length of linear edge of a side.

R=radius of circumscribed circle.
r = radius of inscribed circle.

A = area ofplyhedron.
C= cube contents of polyhedron.

4.4.4, Volume of Eaıth Work (Cutting or bank):

(1) Straight alignment-The areas of the cross-sections, taken along the alignment
are calculated first and the volumes ofthe prismoids between successive corss-sections
are worked out. Formuls for calculating areas of some typical cross-sections are
g'ven under para. (3) below. The volumes are worked out by using eıther of the
following two formulg -

(i) Trapezoidal formula
(ff) Prismodial formula.
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The '
Trapezoidal formula ' is normally used for preliminary estimates of earth

work whereas the ' Prismoidal formula' ıs adopted in case of final estimates.
Further, there are two methods of using the prismoidal formula, viz. by using the
formula directly or by applying the prismoidal corrections to the volumes obtained
by adopting the trapezoidal formula.

(2) Curved alignment.-When the alignment of earth work is curved ın plan,
the eflect of curvature is taken into account in preparing final estimates of the earth
work. The volumes are worked out as for straight alignment and then the ' cur-
vature correction ' is applied. Alternatively the 'curvation correction' is applied
to the areas of corss-sections and the volumes are worked out from the corrected
(i.e. equivalent) areas by adopting prismoidal formula.

(3) Formulae for Areas of Cross-sections

(Ü) Level Section
b= the formation or sub-

grade width i.e. width
groun. E c at formation level.

h h h h= the centre cut (+) or
fill (-).

A o B s:l= the side slope (s hori-
zontal to 1 vertical).

A=(b + sh)h

ww

NSs

h

(ii) Two-Level Section
r :1=the lateral or trans-

verse slope of the
r original ground.

T (r horizontal to ]

ground _
.- 1"

widths

5 g

cutting or heights of
bank at the edge
points of cutting orm b rs + ) tce points of bank

2r (side heights).

w,=the longer side width
wg -4) up the slope in the

2 (r+s) 2r case of a cutting,

vertical)c

h,
h hy w, and = the side-

L | L breadths.
A

b

rsb

and down the slope
+ ") in the case of an

embankment.

ha (' r )
Tb 4346-6a
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+ Wa
b
)

b2

ZS ZS (1)
1

2

2r
2 s?) Asr

he) + hm + m} ..
1

{ (h + (3)
b
22

+ r2bh +b

(4)2

(rt - s?)

(ii) Side-hill Two-Level Section

0
{x .\

A

0
b

£
WW, W

h

h2

rs bb
wı (r- 5) 2r2

_b rs b

Wa (r-s) \ 2r
h

2

_ h+ m

_ _h, - Wa )
2

b
Aı (Area of cutting) = 1 [®

+ rih) . (1)

b
2

Ag (Area of embankment) = > [®
= rh

] .

hı r

r

(2)
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When the fill extends beyond the centre line i.e. when the area in filling is greater
than the area in cutting the formulae (1) and (2) are used for finding the areas of
filling and cutting respectively.

(iv) Three-Level Section

IN Yı
surfaceD

c
un f2

un E
gro

Y

h

2h

A D
b

Wı wi

- 9)
+

25 )
br s

b )28

The formulae for w, and w, may apply to both sidewidths according as the ground
rises or falls from the centre to both sides.

h,

hz
Wa

h (wi + we) + - (A, ]
b
4

A

Note. There is separate method for calculating areas of multi-level section, but
it is not ccvered here, being rarely required.

(4) Formulae for volume

Notation :-

A, Aı As An = the areas of cross-sections.

D = the distance between the cross-sections.

V = the volume ofa cutting or an embankment.
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KMN

N

F r
r

r

E

h

bA

(i) Trapezoidal formula.-(Average End Area Rule)

= 3 [A + 2A) + 2A, +...... 2An_ı + A, ]

or D [ Ay + An A -12

(if) Prismoidal formula

[An +44 + 4A, +24, ++ 2An-2 + 4A,-1,+ An ]

D
3

Note.-In order to apply the prismoidal formula, it is necessary to have an odd
number of sections. If there be an even number of sections, the end strip must be
treated separately, and the volume of the remaining strips calculated by the pris-
moidal formula. The volume of the last strip may be computed by the trapezoidal
rule or by the prismoidal formula. Ifthe latter is to be applied, the area half way
between the end sections of the last strip should be interpolated by averaging the
corresponding linear dimensions of the end sections and not by averaging the areas
of the end sections of the last strip.

is the prismoid whose volume is to be determined. ABCD and EFGH are the
paralle end faces of the pıismoid. Suppose that the plane parallel to the base and
containing DC cuts the solid in the lines CK, KJ and JD. It will be evident from
the figure that the prismoid is made up of the three figures, viz. (if) the
prism ABCDFKIE, (ii) the pyramid CKGHI, and (ii) pyramid HDCJ.

(5) erivation of the prismoidal formula.--In the following sketch, ABCDEFGH

H

J
+ h' KA

\
N

E \

cD

h

BA
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Lett b=AB=EF =the formation width.

h = smaller centre depth of cutting.

h' = the greater centre depth of cutting.

! = the length of the prismoid.

s:1 = the side slopes of the cutting,

d = the distance between the sections.

Then, area of the cross-section.

ABCD = A, = (b-tsh)h

area of the cross-section EFGH
A, (b+sh')h'

area of the midway

ı [> +8 h' )] ( h-+h' )A
22

Now volume of the prism ABCDFKIE
= Y, = area ofthe end face x /

= (b+sh) hx/

Volume of the pyramid CKGHJ

- V,= area of KGHJ x 1

3

_ [6+s3r - (b+sh)h+
Volume of pyramid HDCJ

( h'-h )= area of DCJ x
3

DC = (b+2sh) ;DJ = /

h'-h )v,=}DCxDJ (Fr
= (b-+25h)

Volume (V) ofthe prismoid =

I
6

b+sh) W/+ b-+sh') h'-(b+sh)h $- +(b-+2sh) (h'-h) I
]

1

63
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On reduction, we get

2 ( h+h ) -+(b+sh') h ]db 26
Y

The volume of the prismoid ABCDEFGIJ,.

dI
36

(6) Prismoidal Correction (Cp).-Frequently the volumes between successive
areas are found out from the average of end areas and a prismoidal correction is
applied afterwards. In the formulae given below the notation used is the same
as given before and the small and capital letters refer to the notation of adjecent
sections.

(i) Level Section-
Ds
6

(ii) Two-Level Section

mW) (m Wo)Cp = D

Ds ( r2or (h - H)2
6

(iii) Side-hill Two-Level Section

Cp (for cutting)

12s mW) [( 2 ) ( 2 )]bbD

D
12-08

Cp (for filling)

-r2(h - H)2or

orb
12s 2

IhbD
2

D
r2 (h H)2

(iv) Three-Level Section

Co = (h - H) + w)--(Wı+ )] orD
12

12
whole width ofone section)-(whole width ofthe other section)D
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(7) Curvature correction for volumes.--The previous formulae given lor earth
work computation are based on the assumption that the sections are parallel to each
other and normal t0 the cenire line. When the centre line ison acurve the sections
are no longer parallel to each other and a correction for curvature is necessary.
The effects of curvature are usually considered in final estimates. In ordinary
cases the correction, being within the limits of error ofmeasurement and calculation,
is ignored.

When tie areas are not uniform, mean distance of the centroid from the centre

e re
line is taken as e ( 2 ) If D is the distance between two sections and

eR the radius ofthe curve, length of the path traced by the centroid -X l+
D e

and the curved volume is given by Ve (A. ) R ( l+ the plus

or minus sign indicating that the centroid is on the opposite or {he same side ofthe
centre linelas the centre of curvature,

As an alternative, each area is corrected for the eccentricity of its centroid.

Thus the equivalent area of A, = A, ( + 2).
€)R

These cdrrected areas are used in the prismoidal formula.

Thus u equivalent area of A, ( 1

Curvatu;e corrections for the common cases are given below

(i) Level Section.-No correction is necessary since the area is symmetrical
about the centre axis,

(ü) ho-Level Scction and Three-Level Section :-

Correftion for one metre length

l b

6R 2s

Correttion for length D metres when the section is uniform

D b= +
ER (wi? - 2s2

The plus or minus signs have the same meaning as explained before.

For Two-Level Section :-

ce - per unit length.
Ae
R

3 ArWhere e
ı
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(ii) Side-hill Two-Level Section:-
Ae

Cc = -- per unit length.R
1 bWhere = (w, + rh) for the larger area.23

1 h
and e=

3
(w +

2
+ rh) for the smaller area.

(8) Determination of capacity of Reservoir -

The reservoir volumes are determined from contour maps. The area enclosed
by each contour line is measured by a planimeter. The volume of water between
each tour is calculated either by trapezoidal or prismoidal formula with D equal
to the contour interval.

Ther are two methods of using prismoidal formula. In the first method the area
of the mid-section is obtained by measuring the area within the contour interpolated
midway between each pair of original contours. In another method every second
contou area istaken as the area of mid-section (mid-area).
The ubic contents when added together (i.e. V) gives the required total cubic

content or the capacity of reservoir.

Let A, A,, Ay etc. = the areas within successive contours.
Am = the mid-area.
D = the contour interval.
V = therequired volume.

Then
Byt trapezoidal formula-

2 [
D

By the prismoidal formula-

(Aı + As) ]2

D
Ü v=2[, (Aı + 4Am + A,) ]

D
[; (A, +44, + A,) ]
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(9) Ilustrative Examples.--Three specimen examples are given below, only to
illustrate the use of prismoidal and trapezcidal formulae, prismoidal correction,
curvature correction and determination of reservoir capacity. A text bookon
"surveying' may be referred to for more details and solved examples of other types.

Example 1.-An embankment is made on groundwhichh is level across. The height
ofthe embankment atthenear end is 25 m and the formation rises uniformly on
a gradient of 1 in 120. The width of the bank at formation level is 10 m and the side-
slopes of the bank 2 to 1. The surface of the ground slopes downwards from the
near end ata gradient of 1 in 25. Find the quantity of earth work in cubic metres

required for the embankment if the distance between the sections is 300 m.

DE
c

A F

300m-4
B

BD the height o the bank at the far end ; FE the height of the bank at midlength
A is the near end; Bis the far end; AC the height of the bank at the near end ;

of the ent.

(i) Rise in formation level (C'D) at the far end

_300 =2'5m.
120

Fall of the surface of ground in 300 m = = 12m.300
25

Height of the bank atnearend = 2.5 m.

Height of the bank at the farend =2.5+2.5+12 = 17m.

Height of the bank at the midlength of the embankment = 2.5 +170
2

19. 5
9 75 m

2

(ii) The croßs-sectional areas by equaticn A = (b+sh)h :-

Aı= 42x 2°5)25 =37'5 m?

Am = (10 +2 x 975) 975 = 287625 m?

As = (A +2 x 170) 170 = 7480 m?

(a) Volume by prismoidal formula-

v _150 (375 +4 x 287.625 + 7480)
3

= 96800 m?
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b) Volume by trapezoidalformula-

3 (37.5 +2 x 287.625 + 748.0)

= 102056.25 m?

(©) Prismoidal correction-

Ds
[ (hh -h,) ]6

- x2[(@ 5 - 975)2 + (9 (9-7517°0)2 ]
150
6

= 5256.25 m?

*. Corrected volume = 10205625 - 5256°25
= 96800 m?

= Volume calculated with prismoidal formula.

Example 2.--In a certain cutting, the width at formation level is 72 m, the side
slopes are 1} to l and the suiface of the ground has a uniform slope of 1 in 10.
The depths of cutting at the centre of formation level are 15 m, 24 m, 12 mat
three consecutive sections spaced 15 m apart. Calculate the curvature correction,
if the centre line lies on a curve of 180 m radius.

For Two-level Section :-

b Ts b

2 (r s)
(h ?r )

and

b 1s b
Wa

-

2r )2

b=7'2m r=1Q,ands=1.5
epth of cutting at the centre at three consecutive sections i.e. =1'5 m,,=24 mb, =12m
ection I

2
72

10 ) 088m

wm
=

Setin I

2-+--x 1 5

(10 -1 5) x2

10 x 7 2 ) 509m5
1 57 2

2.4 - = m
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Section III

_72 10 x 1 5 2+ 7 2 )_ 6

72 10 x 1 5 ( 7-2
)wa 3

+ om

2x 10)
35m

(

The curvatu

1Cc= 6
For Section

re correction per unit length for Two-level Section

(wi? - ww) 2s )b

For Section

For Section Il Cc

: =
-

180 (6° 2_5, 2 1°5+Ce
6 x

1 ' 88 -5.009 ( 2 x
= 0.0783

1I: Co=- 8 « 472 - 662 ) (24
-01446

180

-0.0611

1 5 )]
7

6 x 180 2 x 1 5 )]7 2
v

72
1 5 )]x6

Using the prismeida formula, the curvature correction to be applied

_ 2 (0.0783 +4 x 01446 + 0-0611)

= 5 (07178) = 359 m3

The correc ion is additive or substractive according as the curve is convex or
concave towards the uphill side of the slope.

Example 3.--The area within the contour lines ät the site of reservoir and ihe face
of the proposed dam are as follows :-

Contours Area Contours Area
(m) (sg.m-) {m) (sq-m.)

450 270 460 4,14,500

452 10,440 462 4,60,800

454 75,600 464 5,86,800

1,44,000 466 6,39,900456

2,70,00045 8

as the bottom level of the reservoir and 466 as the water level, findTaking 450
the volume f water in the reservoir in cubic metres.
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The contour interval being 2m, volume of water between 450 and 466 conlours
by the trapezoidal !ormula :

V=2x 1000
|

027 (1044 + 75-60 + 144-00

+ 27000 + 41490 + 460 80 + 586 0 ]
2000 x 228262 = 4565240 m3

_ +27-6399

=24°565 x 106 m3i.e. 4565 million cubie ineires,
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5. PARKS AND GARDENS

5.1. Introduction.-In laying out a garden, several factors have to be taken into
consideration, as for instance the test and judgement of the occupant/owner, ihe
position of the building in relation to the grounds, the size of the building, the
extent of the grounds, the source of water supply, the shape and formation of the
land, the abour available, the cost of making it and the ability of the owner to
maintain 1 in prevailing condition. It is obviou" then, that there cannot be any
fixed desig suited to all places. As in two cases the above mentioned factors would
be the same, no two designs can be idential. Garden Flanning is thus very elastic
in scope and it affords immese possibilities for variety of design.

5.2. Layout. Good gardens do not happen. They develop! One cannot expect
to make a good job of them without some knowledge of the soil and the plants.
That it cn grow, and to this knowledge must be brought artistly, good taste and
a sense of fitness and proportion.

but soil, eeds and builder's rubbish, dull and unimaginatively planned, both
Many new gardens are taken over as a bare piece of ground, with nothir.g in them

from the point of view of planting and design.

different and creates individual problems. Even a narrow strips, identical at first
sight to hundıeds of others, can be used in an individual way. Planting a group of
trees or creating several levels relieves the flatness, while irregularly shaped borders,
instead of the more usual oblong beds, take away the straight line effect. Even in
theI t plot it should not be possible to view the whole garden at a glance.

The makıng ofa garden is a responsibility and a challenge, for every site is

smalle
It should be full of surprises, with each turn of the path revealing fresh vistas Or
disclosing EW interests.

features can be decided. There are many aspects of gardening, but certain points
Once the€ boundaries are enclosed and lawn area planned, the bordeıs and special

should be remembered.

.creened from view. Potting sheds, compost heaps, vegetables and fruit should
be kept on|the back side of plot and marked from the ornamental garden. Flowering
hedges, a pergela covered with climbers, (Ira growing up posts or
pillars or elumps or shrubs make useful barriers between the vegetable and flower
garden.

(üö) Her s should be grown near the kitchen door for convenience in picking.

(i) The ut ilisation side of gardening needs to be away from the building and also

(iii) Flower borders with scalloped edges or small oval beds cut in the lawn take
the formality away from a narrow, oblong plot.

'

(iv) Check on the plants which will tolerate shade before ordering.

(v) Hard paths are essential in those places which take a great deal of wear e.g.
the vegetable plot, leading upto the potting shed or Green House (i.e. covered area
of nursery) and around frames. Elsewhere, paths can be made of a variety of
materials like grass, stepping stones (on a lawn) gravel, brick, cobbles or crazy
paving.

(vi) Site rock (i.e. rock plants Fraser and " water gardens
' (muaTaret)

in a sunny position.
>

(vii) Keep the garden neat while work is proceeding, grass over all except the path
and vegetable areas and cut out beds as required.
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Garden at the downstream side of Bhandardara dam, District Ahmadnagar
(View from top of the dam)

Foreshore road garden at Bombay
(Public Garden)
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Aor white flowers show up best in poor light. Use these for distant
he building in evening or to brighten gloomy spots.

(ix) Site
the

' Green House ' within reasonable access of light and water.

(x) A choice of levels gives character to a garden and adds to its interest.

(xi) To cu
extent.

down labour, utilise lawns, water and permanent plants to the full

53. Execution of work. The execution of garden starts only after completion
of civil engin
fencing, wate
and cement
Moreover, th

The work s

designed. Th
tion to a requ
starts. The
surrounding
selecting the

r pools, pavilions etc.
eering works which are proposed in garden, e.g. kerbing, pipe line,

This is because of the fact that the metal, sand
et mixed up with the soil and they are harmful to the plant growth.
e plants get trampled in executing the construction work.

tarts with removal of unwanted stuffwhere the horticultural features are
e area is required to be filled in with soil and manure in 2 : 1 propor-
ired depth and height. Once the area is filled in, the plantation work
lants are required t0 be selected according to the region, atmosphere,
nd climatic conditons. A good thought is required to be given while
plant species as they are going to be permanent living architecture

of the garden.

The lawns are developed by planting
' Hariyali

' suckers. The seasonals are
selected according to the seasons and planted by raising seedlings. The different
shrubs are selected for developing shrubbery. Well developed shrubs in pots are
used for plahting the shrubbery. The Canna rhyzomes re) are used
for planting (anna beds. There are different varieties and colours of Canna and
they are

utilized
depending upon the colour schemes to be followed in laying out

the gardens.

Once the above features are developed, the aftercare has more importance to get
the best results. Watering, weeding, stirring of soil, prunning, spraying of insecti-
cides and fungicides, top dressing (i.e. addition of fertilizers) etc. are required
to be attended to promptly.

‚

The executio
items :-

(1) Prepat

(2) Providing clipped hedge.

(3) Flower bed.

(4) Canna bed (idF=)
(5) Shrubbery.

(6) Herbeceous border.

(7) Edging plant.

(8) Rockery ( frazmerzen

(9) Rose plant.

(10) Mogra
(11) Plantin

Tb 4346-7 (13

n of work for preparing Parks and Gardens consists of the following

ring lawn.

plant.

gtrees in garden.
1301-82)
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5532

Garden of the Administrative Buildings at Bombay

t

Garden at the entrance of main Building M.E.R,L, Nashik
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Ordinarilygarden works are carried out departmentally, but owing to increase
in gardeninglactivity and public interest the work may be required to be executed
by employing contractors. The Superintendent, Parks and Gardens, Maharashtra,
Bombay-1 has therefore prepared

' Standard Specifications for Horticultural Works '.
These specifitations may be referred to for details, however the common operstions
are described below

(a) Preparing bed.-This includes excavation for garden area in soft strata (i.e. soil
of all types, sand. gravel and soft murum) to the required depth of 30 cm (12"),
including cleaning the site, removing excavated unwanted stuff (rubbish, stones
roots etc.) beyond the required distance. The excavated area shall be filled with fresh
well seived soil and farm yard manure in the proportion 2:1 (i.e. soil 2 part and
farm yard manure 1 part) to the height of 38 cm (15") (including shrinkage) or with
tank silt, manure and sand in the proportion 2:1: 1 The above mixture shall
be mixed thoroughly well, and be levelled. The depth of excavation is considered

2

average. Theirequirement of soil may depend upon suitability of existing or available
soil.

(b) Seed Seed sowing shall be done preferably in early morning. Sowing
shall not be done on a windy day as the seed being light will be carried away. For
uniform covefage, the seed shall be divided into equal parts and then sown in different
directions. eed shall be sown at proper season. The soil shall be firmly pressed
before and after sowing.

(c) Use of Manure.-Manures are substances which are added to the soil for
encouraging änd sustaining plant growth. They increase soil fertility either directly
by suppiying Nhat is requisite or indirectly by their action on other substances that
might be present already in the soil but not suitable for being absorbed.

We can neyer have too much organic matter dug into the garden. While in the
humus (or hälf decomposed), it acts as a sponge in light soils to retain food and
moisture and in heavy clay it provides a drainage filter between the soil particles.
In the last stages of decoumposition the dissolved salts are taken up by plant roots.

anure.--All animal manures should be well rotted before use. The(i) Animal
smell will disappear when this stage is reached, but in the meantime, store under
cover as rain washes out a lot of the goodness. Spread the manure in soil in rainy
season and d o it in, mixing it well with the top 30 cm (foot) of soil; on very wet
soils it can e applied in spring.
(if) Pouliry Manure.-It is very rich and must never be used fresh. Store ıt under

cover for 6 onths, mixing it with one-third of its bulk of dry soil or broken up pit
mass, turning heap occasionally. It may also be mixed in the composed heap.

NeverIt is good fortop dressing such plants as sweet peas, fruit trees, tomatoes etc.
mix it with lime or wood ash.

(iii) Sea weed.-This manure has only local value and is particularly useful on
light soils. pply it directly and dig in during/before plantation and use as top
dressing after four weeks of the transplantation.
(iv) Sewage.It is good substitute for farm yard manure, especially on light

soil but varies considerably; so ask for an analysis before purchase. Use it with lime.

(v) Leaf mould.-This is another good source of humus, all kind of leaves being
the best. Turn heap occasionally and keep moist, dig it when rotted.

(vi) Sundry)-Fish meal is made from the refuse from fisheries; dried and powdered.
Bonemeal is f animal origin, Guano is the manure from ' Sea birds 'and Bark-fibre
is made fro pulverised tree bark ( ) Use ofthese organicmaterials depends
to a great ektent on cost and avallability.

(d) Planting trees in garden.--A pit 90cm x 90cm x 90cm (3'x 3' x 3") shall be
dug in average murum or soil as per requirement. The pit shall be filled with
Tb 4346-7a
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gard n soil and manure (or tank silt and manure) in the proportion of 3 : 1, mix
it thoroughly well, level should be a little above the ground level by say 5cm to 8 cm.
One pr two years old selected healthy plants shall then be planted in the pit.

(e) Watering.-Water is a constituent of plant food and acts as a carrier of food
to h roots of plants by dissolving nutrition present in soil, manure etc. Itisan
important operation in the cultivation of plants and the health of plant depends in
a great measure on the exercise of judgement and care with which it is supplied with
water. Too little moisture in the soil checks the growth of plants; too much of it satu-
rates|the soil, causes decay and consequently causes the plants to suffer and die.

Watering should be done when the soil has become dry but not powdery-dry.
(' Wafsa * condition has reached). Watering should be done to make the soil
wet oroughly and not to moisten the surface as it is soon lost by evaporation. Stirr-
ing the surface to a depth of 1-5to 5cm with a fork should be done if possible before
watering is done in case of trees, shrubs and large plants in bed and borders.

Light soils require frequent watering; heavy soils at greater interval. Soft
stemimed plants require more water than hard wooded plants. Watering interval
is short in summer season, in winter it ismore. Plants in shade arerequired to be
watered at longer intervals,

As far as practicable watering shall be done either in the morning or late in the
evening. The hottest parts of the day shall be avoided. Plants in sbade shall be
wateted preferably in the morning. In severe winter season watering should be done
after|sunrise.

Ag plants are sensitive to heat and cold, water of lower temperature than the
soil or the surrounding air should not be applied. Well water, ifit is too chill,
should be stored in a reservoir for a few hours before use,
THe potted plante are required to be watered carefully than those in the ground.
(} Pest Control.-This is done to controltheattack ofpests and diseases on plants.

Different kinds of compounds are required for specific pests and diseases. A large
number and wide variety of chemical compounds are used in the control of pests,
These compounds should be used with utmost care and in required proportions for
controlling the pests and diseases on plants,

scrupulously. Fungicides and bactericides shall be applied just before rain to
Directions given on the containers of the compounds or labels shall be followed

have better opportunity to kill germinating spores (um).
The dusting and spraying shall be undertaken when the wind is still. The worker

engaged ın spraying and dusting should cover his face with mask or some cloth to
avoid inhaling the fumes and dust particles in his body. Washing of hands with
soap and sprayers after use shall be undertaken after every spraying. Spraying and
dusting shall not be carried out during the rain itself.

e pesticides shall be kept in their original containers, preferably in a room for
their storage only and under lock and key.

(g) Mulching („ist mern ars).-Mulching is the operation of
putting a layer of soft, moist material over the surface of the soil for the purpose
of conserving the moisture, In the summer months, especially, on light soils,
evaporation is very rapid, and even on the strong soils, the roots of the plants get
dry very quickly, although hoeing and cultivating may be persistently done. As
soon as the dry season commences'the soil round the stem is covered to a depth
of 8cm (3") with leaf mould. Watering is done over this mulched soil which
retains the moisture much longer and the soil will neither cake nor crack. Mulching
is attained with'the help of " Khurpee " oı weeding hook, hand fork etc. This
is done after a period of 4-5 days cr wheneveı there is appearance of weeds in the
ground, posts etc.
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(h) Eradication.-Hand pulling or hand hoeing (#zri,), tillage (ara si),
mowing, burhing, flooding, smothering are the different methods of weed control.

Weed should be removed alongwith the root stalk, otherwise they may spread
again. In se of " Hariali the suckers should be completely removed by deep
cultivation as it has got spreading habit. Weeding should not be done near the base
of seedlings which have not established properly otherwise there is likelihood of
uprooting the crop.

Controlling weeds by weed killers is easier, less time consuming and less costly
than weedin& by manual labour. Since many of the weedicides (au-ma#) or
herbicides arg corrosive, thorough cleaning and rinsing is a necessity after usage.
(i) Mowing of lawn.-To have uniform growih and carpetlike appearance the

lawn shall be mowed (fuadtst dar at) at regular intervals. There are no
hard and fast rules for the interval at which mowing shall be done. In the monsoon,
tbe mowing shall be at frequent intervals while in other seasons it will vary.

Rolling shall be done just prior to the first mowing for firmly anchoring the roots
to the soil. For the first mowing, the blades should be extra sharp to lessen the
danger of the plants being uprooted. The first mowing should be done when the
grass plants have attained a height of about 7-8 cm and setting the mower to cut
to a height df 5 cm.

After the first mowing of the newly planted lawn, the mower may be set to cut
a height of4cdm. Do not cut lower than this, as closemoving removes leafy sections
of the plant|and continued close eropping will eventually cut the lawn back to
a stubble. Inoease susceptibility to disease, pests and weed infestation also may
result from close cropping.

A '
grass catcher ' should always be used ifmowing is irregular and clipping area

heavy. The fifst clipping may be allowed to remain in the lawn to provide shade
for the grassplants reducing the rate of evaporation. However, heavy clipping
should not be allowed to remain on the surface of the lawns as they prevent light
from reaching grass blades and may harbour insect pests. Grass shall not be mowed
when itis wet. Hand mowers are ideal for working around trees and in places having
difücult approach.

5.4. List of Seasonal Flower Planis and Annuals for Garden

Monsoon Season--
(1) Ageratum. (11) Tithonia,

(2) Marigdid (ds). (12) Celosia (staer).

*(3) Amranthus. *(13) Ladies Lace,

(4) Cosmos. (14) Zinnia,

*(5) Salvia, *(15) Cocks Comb (ziser).

(6) Balsam (Ixer). (16) Marigold French (#z).

*(7) Dahlia (Sfear). (17) Aster.

(8) Sunflower (gie). (18) Chrysanthemus (Haft).

(9) Calliopsss. (19) Gladiolus,

(10) Gaillardia. (20) 4 O'clock Plant (weft).
(21) Daisy.

Note.- *Not recommended for heavy rainfall areas.
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Winter Season-
(1) Antirrkinum (11) Phlox

(2) Calendula (12) Clarkia

(3) Candytuft (13) Dianthus

(4) Carnation (14) Sweet Sultan

(5) Hollyhock (15) Sweet William.

( Larkspur (16) Cacalia

(7) Nasturtium (17) Aster

a Sweet Peas (18) Petunia

(9) Poppy (19) Allysum

(10) Helichrysum (20) Corn fHlower

(21) Verbena.

Summer Season-
(1) Calliopsis (6) Marigold

(2) Cosmos (7) Zinnia

(3) Antirrkinum (8) Verbena

(4) Sunflower (9) Amaryllis

{5) Ceolosia (10) Diathus.

5,5, (i) List of some Trees tor Plantation zlong the inernzl Roads in Colonies on

Project Sives
(1) Cassia fistula (ararat)

(2) Bauhinia purpurea (FAR)
(3) Bauhinia variegata (sta, farmn)
(4) Colvillea racomosa (frsfast)
(5) Peltophorum ferrugineum (frazı

6) Spathodea nilotica (mr, rast?)
7) Jacaranda mimosoefolia (frat TOHENT

8) Poinciana regia (THE)
9) Lagerstromia-flos reginae (sat)

(10) Gliricidia maculata (gusan Tri)
(11) Grevillea robusta (Tat re)

(ii) List of some Foilage (sat saset) Trees for Outer Roads in Touns eie.

1) Averrhoea carambola sm@T)

2) Callistemon Lanceolatum (13 Fer)
3) Anthocephalus Cadamba

(4) Engenia Operculata (sm)
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(5) Polyalthia Longifolia (sit)
(6) Putranjiva Roxhurghii (ehr)
(N Sterculi alata (ga ner)
(8) Pithecolobium saman (frerait Rröe)
(9) Melia azadirachta (mit
(10) Tamarindus Indica (as)
(11) Albizzi lebbek (far)
5.6. Tools

(1) Water can

(2) Hose pipe

(3) Grass shear (stät)
(4) Hedge s

(5) Tree prı
(6) Lawn m

(7) Spray g

(8) Bucket ı
(9) Grass cı

(10) Pruning

(11) Choppe

(12) Garden

(13) Double

(14) Trenchiı

(15) Dutch

(16) Digging
(17) Hand c

(18) Garden

Gardening

hear

iner (Saft)
ower

un

spray pump

ıtting sword

saw

hatchet

edge bill hook

ng hoe (star)
10€

fork

ultivator

rake

(19) Sickle (fazı) with serrated edge.

(20) Khurpi
(21) Garden trowel

(22) Trasplanting trowel

(23) Garden fork

(24) Kudali fork

(25) Hand fork (at)
(26) Dibbler (Ch)
(27) Budding knife

(28) Grafting and budding knife

(29) Pruning knife

(30) Secateur

(31) Seedling water can

(32) Kudali

(33) Pickax

(34) Spade

(35) Shovel

(36) Gamelas

(37) Wheel borrow.

5.7. List of
(a) Governm

(1) Centra
(2) Region
(3) Nurse

(b) Semi-Go
(1) CIDCt

(c) Municipaq
(1) Victor
(2) Munic

Nursery Centres in Maharashtra State
ent Centres -

l Nursery, University Park, Pune 411 007.
al Nursery, Ambrai Garden, Sangli.
y near Mantralaya, Bombay 400 032.

vernment Centre-
D Nursery at New Bombay (Vashi.)

lity Centres-
la Gardens, Byculla, Bombay 400 027.

ipal Corporation Garden, Pune 411 002.
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Private-
1) Shobha Farms,

Pune 411 004.

(d)
Bhandarkar

Station, Bombay 400 008.

5.8.

Title and Author's Name

(1) The Modern Garden by Peter Shephard ..

(2) The Modern Garden by C. C. Taylor

(3) Creative Gardens by James C. Rose

(4) ardens are for people by Thomes D.
hurch,

(5) Grdens in the modern Landscape by
hristopher Tunnard.

(6) Complete Gardening by K. Gopal-
swamiyengar.

veryday Gardening in India by E. W.
indal.

(8) rar for Every Garden by Witcheli
.C.H.

m

(9) Pocha's Garden Guide

(10) Black's Gardening Guide by E. T. Ellis

00 Beautiful Trees of India by Charles
cCann.

(11)

(12) Baugainvilleas by B. P. Pal. Vishnu Swarup

(13) Beautiful Indian Orchards by Ghose

(14)
. 0. r

at. MB.

Institute Road, Deccan Gymkhana,

2) M/sP.P.Pocha and Sons, 8, Napier Road, Pune 411 001.

3) M/s N. Coopers and Sons, Queens Garden, Pune 411 001.

4) M/s Palekar and Sons, Sitaram Building, Near Crawford Market, Bombay,
(5) Namdeo Umaji and Co., 161-167, Ambedkar Road, Opposite Byculla

List of some Books on the Subject of Gardening

Publishers

W.S. Cowell Ltd., Butter Marker,
Ipswich, Great Britain.

Country Life Ltd., Tavistock
Street, London, W.C. 2.

Reinhold Publishing Corporation,
New York.

Reinhold Publishing Corporation,
New York.

Billing and Sons, Ltd., Gullford
and Esher.

D. B. Taraporevala Sons & Co,
Private Limited, Bombay-l.

The Hamiyn Publishing Group,
London.

Pestonjee P. Pocha and Sons,
Seed Merchants, Pune-l.

A. & C Black Ltd, 4,5& 6
Soho Square, London, W. 1.

D. B. Taraporevala Sons & Co,,
Pvt. Ltd., Bombay-1.

Indian Council of Agricultural
Research, New Delhı.

G. Ghose & Co., Town End,
Darjeeling.

am gez, gear, mat art
© u

Hat Fate, Terragen
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6. GAMES

f courts, nets etc. for a few games, usualiy played in project colonies
dw, These aıe reproduced from the authorised book " Rules of Games
published by YMCA Publishing House, New Delhi (19th Edition

inton.-The size of courts, net and posts given below are in accordance
with the Laws adopted by the International Badminton Federation.

(1) Court. (a) The court shall be laid out as shown in the Diagram A [except
in the case provided for in para (b) below] and to the measurement shown therein,
and shall be

(14") wide.
In markin

defined by white, black or other easily distinguishable lines 0.038 m

the court, the width (0.038 m) of the centre lines shall be equaliy
divided between the rıght and left service line and the long service line shall fall
within the .96 m (13) measurements given as the length of the service court;
and the fall width (0.038 m) of all other boundary lines shall fall within the measure-
ments given.

(b) Wherespace does not permit of the marking out of a court for doubles,
a court may be marked out foı singles only as shown in Diagram B, The back
boundary lines become also the service lines and the posts or the strips ofmaterials
representing

(2) Posts.--The posts shall be 1.55m (5'-1") in height from the floor.

hem shall be placed on the side lines.

They shall
be sufücientl firm to keep the net strained and shall be placed on the side boundary
lines of the court.

(3) Net.-he net shall be made of fine tanned cord of from 0.016 to 0.019 m
(3/4" to 5/8") mesh. It shall be firmly stretched from posts to post, and shall be
0.76 m (2'-6") in depth. The top of the net shall be 1.524 m (5°) in height from the
floor at the notre and 1.55m (5'-1") at the posts, and shall be edged with a 0.076 m
(3") white tape doubled and supported by a cord or cable run through the tape and
strained over and flush with the top of the posts.

6.2. Kab di Ihe following specifications are as approved by the Kabaddi
Federation of India.
Ground.-

divided by a
soft preferat
(i ) Each

i) The ground shall be level measuring 13 m x 10m (42'-6" x 32'9")
middle line into two halves, each measuring lOm x 6.5 m. Itshall be
ly made of earth, manure and saw dust.

bf the strips on sides of the play field known as a lobby shall be 1 m
(3'-3") in width.

(ii) The b

(9'-0°) from
aulk line shall be drawn through the entire width at a distance of 3 m
the mid-line parallel to it on either courts.

(iv) The mid-line or the "March line' dividing the two courts shall be distinctly
drawn and sl
diagram sha

6.3. Tabi

hall not be more than 5 cm (2") in width. All the lines shown in the
ll be maximum of 5 cm (2").

Tennis.-(1) Table The table shall be in surface rectangular, 274 cm
in length and .152.5 cm in width; it shall be supported so that its upper surface termed
as playing surface ', shall liein a horizontal p
yield a uniform bounce of not less than 22 <

a standard ball is dropped from a height of 30.
surface shal be dark coloured, preferably dar
2 cm broad ong each edge.
"end lines' and the lines at the 274 cm edges

ane 76 cm above the floor. It shall
m and not more than 25 cm, when
5 cm above its surface. The playing
k green, and matt, with a white line
152.5 cm edges or ends shall be termed
or sides, shall be termed 'side lines'.

The lines at the
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For doubles the playing surface shall be divided into halves by a white line 3 mm
broad, runnin
in full length

(2) Net anı

g parallel to the side lines, termed the 'centre line' permanently marked
on the table and this in no way invalidates the table for singles play.

its supports.-The playing surface shall be divided into two courts
ofequal side by a net running parallel to the end lines. The net, with its suspension,
shall be 183 cm in length, along its whole length its upper part shall be 15.25 cm
above the pla
and its lower

ying surface and its lower part shall be close to the playing surface
part shall b* closed to the playing surfac«.

It shall be suspended by a cord attached at each end to an upright post 15.25 cm
high; the outside limits of each post shall be 15.25 cm outside the side line.

POST

5.50

0.900.30 2.75

12.20

-6 1 Q

F G.7_COURT FOR TENIKOIT
SCALE: Icmeim

(ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN METRES)

6.4. Tanikoit.-(Rules of the game as usually played).

(1) Court. 8).
The singles game shall be played in the court of size 12.2 m x 2.75 m (40 'x 9').
The Nutral

The Court for Doubles shall be 12.20 m x 5.50 m (40' x 18'

round each side of the net shall be 0.90 m (3°) wide (6 feet in all).

(2) Ner.-The net shall be of tanned or tarred cord and may be from 5.50 to
6.10 m (18° 20') in lengthand 0.45 m (18") deep. The top of the net shall be
1.524 m (5') high and shall be edged at thetop with a white tape doubled and
supported by a cord run through the tape and attached to the top of the posts.

to keep the net strained, the net being 1.448 m (4'-9") high in the centre.
(3) Posts he posts shall be 1.524 m (5") high and shall be sufficiently firm
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6.5. Voller Batl,-The following rules are established by the Commission for the
laws of the Game, andadopted by the Congress in 1959, with subsequent amendments
in 1964.

(1) Court I ) The court shall be of size 18m x 9m and free from all obstructions
upto a heigh of 7 m measured from the ground.

(ü) The urt shall be enclosed by lines 5 cm in width which shall everywhere
be at least m from the nearest obstacles.

(if) The hi beneath the net divides the court in two equal parts, and shall be
5Scmin width and is limited by the side lines.

(iv) In each half of the court, a line of 9 mx 5 cm parallel to the centre line,
is drawn 3 m from the centre line, its width of 5 cm being included in these 3 m.

behind and perpendicularly to the back line. The service area shall be and take
a minimum o 2 m in depth.

(v) Two lines 15 cm x 5 cm delimiting the service area are drawn at 20 cm

(2) Net.-The net shall bel mx 9.5 m long, mesh 10 cm square double thickness
ofwhite canvas, 5 cm in width sewed along the top. A flexible cable running through
the bands of white canvas shall stretch the top of the net. The height of net shall
be 2.43 m at the centre for masculine teams and 2.24 m for faminine teams. The
two ends of the net must beat the same height from the ground and must not exceed
2 cm from the stipulated height.

(3) Posts.--The posts sustaining the net must be at a distance at least of 50 cm
from the side markers.
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